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Exemplary Compositions

Division I (Grades 5 and 6)
PROSE CATEGORY

Nicolas Jordahl
Byron

Agent Cat

I turned around and all I saw was thick black smoke filling the room.

“Meow,meow! Where am I?” I said frantically.
“You’re in the President’s Office, Agent,” said Mr. President. I remembered seeing this place

on the news. I had never known what it was until now. “We are going to have to get you suited
up, Agent Cat,” said Mr. President. I followed him to the CIA Headquarters and there it was. It
was like it was meant to be. I rushed towards the suit and jumped in a circle. “Well I guess that’s
the one,” said Mr. President.I was officially a member of the CIA guarding the President. We
headed back to his office.

“What are we going to do now Mr. President?” I said joyfully.
“I don’t know Agent. I don’t have anything scheduled,”  said Mr. President. When The

President and I got to his office I went to my sleeping room, but suddenly, I heard the
President’s door burst open. I turned around and all I saw was thick black smoke filling the
room. I ran into my room and hid there until the smoke cleared. I looked out and the President
was gone.

“NOOOOOOOOO!” I cried. I saw black footprints leading out of the room. I followed them
until they stopped. The President was kidnapped! But then, I smelled an unusual scent. I
followed it until I got to an old house. I went inside and they were gone! I found tire marks
leading to the criminals base! I knew it was them because I saw them inside. They wanted the
President’s gold!

“I’m never telling you!” yelled Mr. President. But then they took out the White House map
from Mr. President’s pocket. They found where the gold was! I rushed to the White House and
waited for them at the safe that had the gold inside. Then something unbelievable happened - I
ran around them with a rope and handcuffs. I tied up their feet and they tripped. I handcuffed all
of their very dirty hands. I had saved the President’s gold! I knew I was the right cat for the job.
From that day forward I was his loyal Agent.
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Exemplary Compositions

Division II (Grades 7 and 8)
PROSE CATEGORY

Talos Ayshford
Kasson-Mantorville

A foe makes peace
It was a nice morning so far. The sun was out, no fluffy misshapen cotton balls in the blue plain

above, and I already ripped apart that weird looking mouse. I ripped out its squeaky heart which

had rung in my ears as soon as it hit the tile floor. But it is now a lifeless sock that has been

silenced forever!

“Atlas!” Master calls. I quickly rolled off my back and ran up the wooden stairs that stand tall in

the back of my territory. Up the stairs, hit the corner at a 90 degree angle, turn back a hastey 45

degrees and give hugs to the master! Click, click, click, click. My feet hit the wood. And inside I

go! I got ready to leap at the master and give her sweet kisses.

But I don’t. Because as soon as I got through the sliding door of invisible force I stopepd dead in

my paws. Master Stood holding what looked to be a black ball of blanket. But it moved… and

blinked… and stared down at me. Master set the living piece of fluffy charcole on the ground in

front of me. It didnt move for a minute and then it stood up on all fours! It had four legs?! Floppy

ears, a tail, a nose, and a mouth! I see now! This was a predator who had taken over the

master's brain! Do not worry master! I will free you! I barked at the foe who had entered my

territory with all my might! Trying to scare it away. But instead it took a step towards me! It must

be planning to attack! I quickly jumped around the intruder! I am bigger than this foe but I can

tell she is fast. I have to keep my eyes on her. But all the intruder did was waddle over to me

and licked my snout. Was this? Was this a sign of peace? Maybe this dog wants peace between

us. I shall accept this treaty of peace for now...
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Exemplary Compositions

Division II (Grades 7 and 8)
POETRY CATEGORY
Riley Carlson, Pine Island

River
The sun is
bright and pleasant
making my fur
feel warm and soft.

My humans
walk on rocks
across a great span
of water
that rushes
like a
squirrel
who searches for nuts..

My humans
step
into that furious rushing
stream of water.
I freeze but
somehow
the strong water
does not sweep
them away.

They are
making a loud,
wonderful noise
that sounds like
church bells
ringing.

Laughter.

I want to
come too
so I step across
the first rock.
It feels slippery
like a seal
come back
from a swim.

The next step
is easier.
Less frightening
and I feel
like I’m on top
of the world.

My humans glance at me
and say my name.
“Come Charlie!’
So I come
and they say
“You can do it, Charlie!”
And so I know I can.

The last jump
is long
and hard
and if I fall
I will be covered
in cold
wet
slimy
water from the stream.

So I crouch
and prepare
to leap across the void.

I jump.

and then I fall.

The water is a shock of
freezing cold ice
on my fur
soaking it
and I get swept away.

My humans scream
and come towards me.
They cannot reach me.

But then

Large, warm hands
wrap around me
and I’m yanked
out.

Cold.
Wet.
Shivering.

My humans embrace me.
Dry me.
With a slightly damp blue towel
and I’m with them again.
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Exemplary Compositions

Division III (Grades 9 through 12)
PROSE CATEGORY

Addison Doocy
Blooming Prairie

As the Years Go By

Max climbed into a big bus this morning, and he hasn’t come back. I would be worried, but I’m too

hungry. I lost my toy that makes the funny noise when I grab it. I chased a squirrel up a tree this morning.

Mom fed me lunch and then took me on a walk. She puts a leash around my neck. I wonder why she

does that; I would never run away. Max is home now, and he wants to play outside.

***

Max drives himself now. I haven’t seen that big bus in a while. When he is away for the day, I get

a little bored but always find things to do. I take naps, run in the yard, and sometimes I go into the living

room and watch pictures on the big box. Max just got home. I was so ready to go outside and play. The

most peculiar thing happened though. He just scratched my ear and plopped down at the dinner table.

He’s so funny! It isn’t time for supper yet. He spent a lot of time at the table writing on paper. Maybe he

wants to play with it… he didn’t like that. Max got mad when I ran around the house with his notebook in

my mouth. We didn’t play outside today.

***

Max only comes home when mom and dad put a tree in our living room. It’s too cold to play outside when

he is home, so we just rest in the living room and watch pictures. I can’t run around like I used to. My

legs sting and when I gnaw on bones my teeth ache. We took a family picture in front of the inside tree.

My legs are hurting more now. Max brought me to the vet today. They examined me and told Max

something that made him cry. We went home after that. Max spoke with mom and dad. They became

tearful as well. I wonder what’s wrong with them. Anyway, I don’t have time to worry about that. Max

insisted that we play outside today.
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Exemplary Compositions

Division III (Grades 9 through 12)
POETRY CATEGORY

Rachel Winzenburg
Blooming Prairie

See You Soon

I needed you when we first met,
You found me on the streets.
You picked me up and took me home,
My heart felt so complete.

We spent all of our time together,
You loved me so.
But the years had gone way too fast,
It was time for me to go.

When you wake up in the morning,
I’m not waiting anymore.
When you get home from work,
I’m not there at the door.

I know you miss me very much,
Your heart is now so bare.
I see the tears go down your cheeks,
When you realize I’m not there.

You must be on your own for now,
But we will meet again.
So don’t be sad for too long,
My one and only friend.
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Honorable Mention Compositions

Division I (Grades 5 and 6)
THE DROWSY PUPPY
Elisabeth Langseth, Stewartville

I woke up and catapulted myself off my bed into my girl’s room. I waited for her to wake up but I knew she
wouldn’t. The sun hadn’t even risen outside. I waited a while longer until I just had to wake her up. I barked in
her face and then waited. She groaned and rolled over.I barked at her again this time she opened one eye then
the other and sighed then got out of bed. I bolted out to the front door and waited for her to come. When she
came she grabbed my leash and said “Jamie come here.” I went up to her and she fastened the leash and collar
on my neck. We went outside and I breathed the fresh air. We went on a long walk. After we finished, my girl
poured me a big fresh bowl of food. I gobbled it down. It was so delicious. Next my girl sat in front of the
glowing box they call a television. I took a nap while she was watching.

Later I woke up to the loud chiming of the door. I raced down the stairs to the front door. There was a
strange man with a blue costume. I wasn’t worried because he came every day. They called him a mailman. My
girl’s mom answered the door and brought in a big box. I knew what this meant. It was my treat box. I waited
for my girl's mom to open it. I barked when she didn’t. When she opened it there were no treats inside, just
clothes. I grunted and went back to my nap.

When I woke up a second time they were already eating. I slowly walked under the table and waited for my
girl to give me some food. When she did I slurped it up and licked her hand. When they finished with their
food me and my girl went on another walk. It was short but it tired me out a lot. When we got home I crashed
on my bed and fell asleep.

A day as Bosco
Dillon Bruns, Stewartville

Hi my name is Bosco. I'm at my house. I have only lived in this house for a little bit. I was adopted on
9/11/21.My owners just left for the day they leave me home so much it drives me crazy.I am a German
shorthair - coon hound mix.The good thing is that is my owners leave me food water and toys to play with
they also give me good place to sleep  while there gone.When I choo stuff up my owners get mad at me
for a few    Seconds . But today I have a plan.My plan  is to escape my area.

The first thing I will try is hop over the
couch oh yeah I forgot that I that my owners barricaded  the couch with chairs.Plan two  is to knock down
the gate I’ll push on it really hard BAM oof this is harder than last time they must have somehow  made it
harder.Final try I will try to hop over the kennel. This is hard because the kennel is huge. It's bigger than
me. There's no way I can hop it.So now I’ll just bark a lot till my owners get home.

My owners are home my
owners are home a’m going crazy. Splash what the heck I was crazy because your home no need to
splash me. Fine, I'll calm down.I love being petted by my owners I love my owners. Yay my other owners
are home I bet my littlest owner will give me a treat yep he did thank you. Time to go to bed maybe I can
sneak up and sleep with one of my owner.Nope  they closed there door then I’ll just go to bed.
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My Dogs Life: A Dog Named Morgan
Lauren Ferrie, Stewartville

Hi human mortals, sorry humans I should have more respect for you. My name is Morgan. I used to live at a
breeding house in Wisconsin, with all my brothers and sisters. I can’t quite remember all of them, but I know there
were a lot of us. I don’t know for sure where they are now, but I bet they all have awesome homes just like where I
live now.

Now I am ready to tell you my lifetime story. Like I said I was born in Wisconsin the day after Christmas. I
remember my first car trip, my new human mom came to pick me up. I rode in her car in a tiny kennel with a teddy
bear blanket. There were so many new smells. My first stop was to meet my new human family. It felt like it was a
“Ferrie” tale, I got so much attention. I was so excited I fell right to sleep. *YAWN*

I think my family was discouraged with me, I woke up a lot in the middle of the night. My sister ended up
sleeping in front of my kennel to keep me company. In the morning I barked on and on until my new family woke up
to take me outside. Finally, it was time to eat that first morning, the food tasted so good. I think I finished it in under
ten seconds. My new family was so impressed.
“Ok Morgan, it’s time for a walk. '' I could hear my sister calling me. The new smells on my walk were distracting, I
think my sister was a little overwhelmed with how I pulled her around to find all those new smells. They soon started
putting me in something they called a “gentle leader” for walks. That thing was the worst. I did summersaults, and
other crazy things to get that ridiculous thing off! I ended up scratching my nose on the concrete just trying to get it
off.
Over the next few months my family started to train me how to sit, stay, lay down, and to shake. It was so
exhausting. They told me I was such a good girl and when I listened, they gave me treats. I quickly learned, if I
wanted treats I had to listen.

Soon my sisters started leaving me every morning on a big yellow rectangle. I think they called it a bus. I
hated that bus, that meant my sisters were gone all day. Since they were gone so much, I was so bored that I
decided to chew up the chair. I didn’t think they would need it anymore since they didn’t use it that much. My dad
got MAD, he must have liked that chair. I don’t understand, nobody was using it anyway, and they never let me sit
on it. I found other things to chew on, my bed, my toys, and possibly one time the carpet…don’t tell my mom. We
don’t need her to be mad at me too. They seem to forget my mistakes when I flash my cute puppy eyes at them.

What do you think about the story of life so far? I hope you got a good laugh out of my adventures. I can’t
wait to see what is in store for my next adventure. For now, Morgan OUT!

THE END…FOR NOW

Maci Mehmen, Stewartville
Oreo

Howdy, I’m Oreo the dog.  I have two great humans I call them human 1 and human 2. I like to eat human food, dog
food and the yummy stuff the my people put in the garbage. My favorite thing to do is sleep, eat and go on walks
with my people. Oh and bark the neighbor's dog Cooper. I hate it when they leave me all day to go to this place
they call work. But it is nice that I can talk to the box that the people got stuck in, they never talk back to me though
its kinda weird.

When the people are gone

When the humans are gone I like to eat their socks, poop on the floor and sleep. I once choked on a rock I found
the the floor of human 2’s room. When I go outside to go potty most of the time Cooper is out, so I can bark at him,
now that is fun. The best time of day is when I can hear the car door shut because that means that one or both of
the humans are back from the place called work. At the end of the day the people play catch with the toy I found in
the mud at the park!

The SQUIRREL

Ok so I absolutely hate the squirrels that sit on my peeing tree! So I decided to take back what’s mine! I chased and
I chased until I got him out of my yard then I barked in joy that those darn squirrels were gone then dug up my bone
I saved for a special day. Today was the day to eat that bone. Then I go inside to show my humans my bone. It took
me a white to find the bone because I bared it so long ago like I think its been a hole week.
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A day in the life of Trudy
Ivan Bold, Stewartville

September 28, 2021
Dear diary, hi I’m Trudy (Ivan’s dog).I’m a cute curly haired golden-doodle who’s 1 and a half years old
(human years). And this is a story about me and what I did today.

It started off with me waking up on Ivan’s brother(Finn)’s bean bag chair. I woke up to Ivan and Finn
getting up for school. They petted me and told me that they would see me after school but I was still sad.
Then mom took me outside to go to the bathroom. And I saw the neighbor’s dog Lucy. Then I took a
quick nap because I knew Otto (Ivan’s two year old brother) would wake up soon. And I was right.

One hour later he woke up with a poop I could smell from the middle floor (he sleeps on the third floor) .
Then he came down for breakfast and threw some food on the floor for me (we have an agreement) so I
ate it and I got in trouble :(     . After that I watched some tv with Otto. Then he pulled my hair and it took
all my strength not to bite him but thankfully he got in trouble.

Then it was lunch time. Otto had a pb&j and then he went to bed.This meant two and a half hours until
they come back from school. I really missed them.  :(   So I sat in front of the door for a while. Then I
heard the school bus coming. I was so excited. As soon as they walked in the door I ran to them and got
petted A LOT. I waited patiently for Ivan to finish his snack because I knew he would take me outside to
play fetch with a frisbee(my favorite) . Then he started to walk to the door. I was sooooo excited to play.
So I played until l could not run and went inside to get a drink of water. After that dad came home with
Grandma Cici (my favorite Grandma).

Then Otto woke up and Ivan fed me. Everyone sat at the table eating dinner. And they started to play
best and worst.A game where you said the best and worst part of your day hence the name. Everyone
said there best and worst except me because I can’t talk. But I still thought of what I would say.
Best:playing fetch. Worst: Otto pulling my hair.

Later dad,Finn, and Ivan started to play Ultimate Frisbee. I really wanted to play so whenever someone
opened the door I would run outside to play but they made me stay inside. Then like an hour later we
went to bed and l slept on the bean bag chair and had the craziest dream ever.

It started as me playing fetch with Finn (which was weird because Finn never plays with me) when all of
a sudden it started to smell like Otto poop (I know  that smell anywhere). Then our house exploded. And
glass flew at me, cutting all of my fur off. Next I saw a figure start to run and then I knew he set off the
bomb. So I chased him through fire and caught him and bit him as hard as l could. Then I realized he
would die if I didn’t save him so I dragged him to safety but then he transformed into a angel and flew
away. Then I died (in the dream) and woke up.So that was a normal day in my life.
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Addie Bleess, Stewartville

My name is Destiny. I live with Bailey, Nemo, Marlin, Hank, and Gerald. Dory lived with us until she died
the day after we moved in. I’m not sure why though. Maybe she just felt like dying. Or maybe it was
because I was nibbling on her tail. Well, either way it was obviously not my fault.
Every morning my owner gets out of this weird long thing with a tired look on her face. Then, she turns

my light on.(which by the way is way better than the circular glowing thing in the sky!) After she turns on
my light, I get food! Next, me and the other fish play tag. We tag each other by biting each other's tails.
And then my tail hurts and I decide to go nibble on rocks when my owner is at a place called s-cruel. Or
school. Anyways I basically swim around eating rocks and pretending that it’s food. Sounds fun right?
Yeah. It’s really fun. Not.

One day I swam through the coral (as I usually do) and to my surprise I found Hank. Dead. I was
stunned. I expeditiously swam to the other fish and told them the sad news. “Oh my!” Nemo and Marlin
said. “How? Too stressed out by you biting his tail I assume?” Gerald said. Did I mention he’s super
rude? Well he is. We all swam over towards the coral where he died. We had a funeral for him there.
Yep. Buried him under the rocks. Never seen him since. Oh well.
Not much later my owner got home and counted the fish. 1,2,3,4,5, where’s 6? She looked again and

found number 6. Hank. But dead. She started making a noise that kind of sounded like a wolf and had
water coming out of her eyes. So yeah. Down to five. She was sad. I miss him. But whatever. He’s gone
now. Too bad for me.
Also there is a really furry animal called a cat and I hope that my owner doesn’t get one of them! I’ll be

dead.

Gizmo’s Adventure
Ava Helgerson Beyer, Stewartville

My name is Gizmo. I’m going to tell you what I do in a day. First my mom and dad go to work so they
wake me up and I go to the living room with my sister and I fall asleep. Then she wakes me up by putting
stuff in this big thing on her back then she leaves. Guess what every day she gets in this big yellow thing
but eventually she comes back. But the good thing is, when she leaves I get peace and quiet so I can fall
asleep.

Now that everybody is gone I can cause some mischief! Today I’m just gonna do the middle floor
because I don’t want to get into too much trouble. First is my sister’s room. Wait a second she has the
garbage can full of trash! That’s literally my favorite thing ever. Ok now that I’m done with that,I’m gonna
get into the kitchen garbage then ill be done. Is that PEANUT BUTTER! THIS IS LITERALLY THE BEST
DAY EVER! I’m gonna eat the peanut butter now. Now that I’m done with the peanut butter, I’m gonna go
outside.

Wait why are there a bunch of these crinkled, colorful, weird looking shaped things? Also why are people
making them into piles, and little kids are jumping into them? *someone said there raking leaves to their
neighbor* Wait, they are called leaves,
interesting. Anyways, I’m gonna go inside now. It’s so warm and cozy. Uh oh, I hear my mom lets hope I
don’t get in trouble. SHE BROUGHT ME A TOY! But now I’m in trouble. Now that all of that trouble
business is done I can go to sleep. *takes a nap* I’m hungry, I’m gonna eat some food. Now its bedtime,
my favorite part of the day.
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Kobe’s Adventure
Adalynn Petrich, Stewartville

Woah! What is this thing I’m in? Why is it moving? It  finally stopped, who are they? Why are they
screaming? “You got a puppy” said a girl. They picked me up and set me down. I ran and hid under the
big moving thing. Finally I came out because it was scary under there and they took me inside the house,
everything smelled sooooooo interesting. After that long car ride I had to use the bathroom but when I did
things got crazy. Everybody went crazy, the girl and boy were screaming noooooooooooooooo the mom
and dad were running away, and came back with some weird smelling spray. They put my poop in a bag,
sprayed and scrubbed where my poop was. Man what’s wrong with pooping?

The next day early in the morning the boy and the girl left in a BIG yellow moving thing, which for some
reason it’s called a School Bus, weird I know. The dad left in another big moving thing, so it was just me
and the mom, it turns out she is pretty cool. She is good at making food, urrrrrrp excuse me and playing
TUG-A-WAR buuuuuut I always WIN! When the boy and girl ( George and Katie) got home they played
TUG-A-WAR until it was time to eat. They had spaghetti and I got to clean the plates, yummmmmmmm,
like I said the mom’s a good, no no greeeeaaat cook. After everyone was done and I cleaned the plates
we went on a walk.

5 months later
Now I’m house broken, still teething (but just a little), and have friends (Cooper, Roxy, and Rowdy) I just
do my job. Which is bark at every car especially (UPS, FED-EX, and the  Mailman), jump on my people
when they get home, clean the plates, and
Attack  any unknown people that walk through the door. So my life is a simple routine. Except for movie
night, the  last time we watched a Dog’s Journey ( it was the last one in the 2 movie series) it was so true
except for becoming a different dog every time you die. Today has been a long day ( I barked a lot) so
goodnight).

A Day in the Life of Case
Harper Henson, Byron

I sat perched on my person's lap as she stroked my fur. I lay there happily. As I started to doze off, my mind
wandered back to my meal I had just finished. Tuna. Oh how I loved tuna! Well… I like any food the humans
give me. Ok, I like any food in general, but especially human food. My claws retracted in and out in a happy
motion. As my person scratched my chin I started to purr. I stood up and stretched then lay back down. I
looked at my person with my big green eyes that help me see in the dark. I hoped to get my chin scratched
again. I have a perfectly white coat with big black spots. My paws are big and my tail is fluffy. I stretched
again. I love being a cat!

I was awoken from my nap by the clinking sound that is almost always followed by me getting my delicious
meal from the humans. I jumped out of the sunny spot I was lying in and ran to the noise. The human that was
getting my food was the short fuzzy headed one that always sneezed when he petted me. He scooped out the
delicious smelling food. Today it was one of the different smelling ones. I sniffed the air. It smelled like turkey.

I ran to the nearest plate of food before the others got there. The three other cats ran through the door right
then. I had already begun eating mine. Brownie, my little sister, chose the one next to mine. The other two,
Chevy and Uno, were on the other side. Brownie and I are still kittens, but Uno and Chevy are full grown.

After the meal I was put outside for the night. I am only allowed inside during the day. Brownie and I had a
race to the little shed that we stay in for the night. It has the other type of food in it that was crunchy and didn’t
taste nearly as good as the stuff we just ate. Brownie complained that it tasted horrible. I thought it was fine.
Food was food after all. And with that I curled up and went to sleep.
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Day in the Life of a Dog
Jackson Bleess, Stewartville

I wake up to the early morning sound of the running shower. Just as I suspected. Sam decides to spend another
day in the big building with lots of windows instead of him staying home, playing fetch, giving belly rubs, and eating
lots of peanut butter. It’s okay because that wish almost never comes true. “Wuff!’’ Sams out of the bathroom. As I
walk to his room I’m thinking about how I should greet him today. The loud bark, no, the high pounce. No, wait I got
it- the face lick! When I saw him in his perfectly nice suit and combed over hair I decided not to. I’ll just give him my
cute face and wait for him to give me a belly rub.

“Hey Max! How’re you today?,” Sam says as he pets me. We walk down the steps and he pours me my water and
gives me my food bowl. Then he lets me outside.

“Feeling lucky today, squirrels? I’m coming!,’’ I say as Sam opens the sliding door. If you’re a dog your number one
enemy is always squirrels. It’s your natural instinct to chase, and bark, and harass them.

“Goodbye Max,” Sam says, “Have a good day!’’

“Wuff,” I reply. I look around the yard and there’s no squirrels in sight. That's strange, there normally is. I walk over
to the tall tree; no squirrels. I check under the deck; still no squirrels. This was strange. Normally I would’ve- BONK!
“Ouch! What was that?,’’ I complain as an object hits me right on the top of my head. BONK! Again? I look up and
you won't believe what I saw: two little devilish, long-tailed, nut-loving, ugly squirrels dropping acorns on my head!
“Wuff! Hey you! You’re going to pay! Why don’t you come down here and I’ll wish you never were born!’’.

BONK!

“Hahahahaha,” the squirrels giggle as they throw down another acorn.

I’ve had it with them! I tried to climb the tree to attack but the horrible truth was I couldn't climb the tree. They were
in their safe zone, where I couldn’t reach. I needed revenge on them but how? This calls for a local pet meeting, I
thought. A pet meeting is where all my neighborhood pets meet up for an important meeting. There’s all sorts of
animals like Chuck the Chihuahua, Terry the Tarantula, Larry the Lizard, and more. All of us together are called the
Super Secret Pet Cooperation, S.S.P.C for short. Now this was a time for a meeting.

After I gathered everyone at the neighborhood park (which you don’t want to know how I did), we sat in a circle and
I started to talk. “Thank you to everyone for gathering here. As you may know there has been some trouble at my
house,’’ I said. “This morning, after my owner left for the big building with lots of windows, I was trolling my lawn on
Squirrel duty and I couldn’t find any,’’ I went on, “I checked all over the yard and as I was searching, those little
weasels-’’.

I was cut short by Fred the Ferret, “Hey! You know I’m a weasel, right!?’’.

“Oops, sorry Fred. But we all know who I’m really talking about,” I say. Fred sighed and rolled his eyes at me.
“Anyway, the squirrels started throwing acorns at me! They found a way to fight back!” I exclaimed. “But that’s not
all… they threw from where I couldn't reach them... the tall trees!” Everyone’s eyes widened. “I fear there will be
more attacks. We need to stop them. Anyone have any ideas?”, I ask.

“You could knock on the front door and kindly ask them to stop,” suggested Sally the Salamander, always the one
that seemed to have a kind heart.

“Are you crazy? We’ll never trust them, they’ll never trust us.”

“You never know Max,” said Sally.

“Come on pets, think,” I say. “Got any ideas Tom the Tortoise?’’ Whenever we can’t figure something out we always
ask Tom because he’s the oldest and wisest. Fifty-seven years, to be exact.

“Well,” he says in his old and soft voice, “Seems to me like you guys need to get to the Squirrels, but can’t. Anyone
able to climb the old tree?’’ he asks.
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“Oh, Polly the Parrot can!” I answer.

“Squak! Polly can fly. Squak! Polly can reach the trees!’’ The parrot says in the language we can understand only
half of the time.

“Great, now all we need is a little trouble to get them to stop. What’s the single most feared thing as a pet?’’ I ask.

“The hose,” Kasey the Kitten says. Everyone put on a scared face and seemed to agree. “Even worse, getting
sprayed with it,” she adds.

“Yes! Polly, you can fly the hose to the top of the tree or wherever they’re hiding, and me and the rest of the animals
can operate it from the ground.” This is going better than I thought. I can’t wait to see the look on their faces when
they get all soaked. We all huddle close in a big circle, kind of like the sports teams do before a big game. “All right
everyone. I think we’re ready,” I say in a confident voice. “Any questions?”

Sally the Salamander answers “I still think we can solve the problem without all of this conflict.”

“Don’t be ridiculous, remember the squirrels are the enemy. All right. Get your paws, and claws, and alligator-jaws
in the middle.”

Everyone did so, and we counted to three. “ONE, TWO, THREE!” And just like that, everyone sprinted towards my
house barking, meowing, and whatever sound they made.

When we arrive at my house we make sure to be quiet to not alert the squirrels. Me and the bigger pets roll out  the
hose and bring it towards the back. “Ready Polly?’’ I whisper.

“Squawk! Polly’s ready!” she says back, but before she can squawk again we all sush her.

“Remember, it’s that big tree,” I say pointing to where the Squirrel’s nest is. “When you get up there, we’ll twist the
faucet.”

She nods back and starts to fly.

I clench my paws. I finally would get revenge. As Polly peeks her head in the nest she shoots a look of confusion.
“They’re not here. Squawk! Something’s wrong! Squawk!”

What? If they aren't here then where could they be? Are they in a different tree? Lots of thoughts were crossing my
mind.

“Max, where could they be?’’ asked Chuck the Chihuahua.

“I don’t know. They were just up there earlier today. Maybe they-”. I was cut off by a familiar sound. BONK!

“Ouch,” cried Fred the Ferret. I looked at what had hit Fred and can you guess what it was? An acorn. I glanced at
the roof where it had come from and saw five squirrels, and one massive load of acorns.

“We’re under attack!’’ cried Kasey the Kitten. “Take cover!”

Everyone ran to the nearest object they could find, while dodging the rainstorm of acorns. I hid behind a tree, filled
with panic. What is happening? I peeked behind the tree to see an acorn fly past my face. Woosh! I see the
Squirrels on land now, charging toward us like army men. We needed to defend ourselves. “Everyone, fight back!”
All the pets came into the open field and started towards the Squirrels as well. But suddenly, I could feel myself
getting sprayed. Ah! The hose! All the pets and all the Squirrels were being squirted. Everyone froze in horror
including the Squirrels. After a second the water shut off. It was dead silent just like a fish swimming in it’s bowl. We
all looked at who was handling the hose and it was Sally the Salamander.

“Everyone stop it!” she shouted.

We all looked confused.

“Why is there all this chaos? There are much better ways to settle arguments, you know. We can ease the conflict
in a non-violent way. Max, what is it that you are upset with Squirrels about?” Sally asks.
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I can’t believe I did but I answered, “Well, everyday you guys always run around and make fun of me. I always get
really upset. And now today you threw acorns at me. Those things actually hurt. I didn’t like when you laughed at
me, either.”

“Thank you,” says Sally. “Now, Squirrels. What is your problem?”

“Max the Dog is always trying to chase us. It sometimes is scary for me and my friends,” one of the Squirrels says.
“We don’t like always getting barked at. We don’t like not being able to use the yard without being nearly eaten
alive,” they add. “I think though, after hearing Max’s side, we could’ve been a little bit nicer. Maybe it wasn’t cool
throwing those acorns at you as well,” the Squirrel says kindly.

I feel bad for them after hearing what they think and decide to apologize. “I also think I could’ve been more
respectful, and not chased you guys. Maybe from now on I won’t chase or bark?” I say.
“And maybe we can become friends?”

All the Squirrels looked at each other and nodded. “It’s a deal”.

We shook our paws and hands. I look over at Sally and nod with a smile. She just grins back at me.

“The war is over!” cried Tom the Tortoise happily.

Every animal started cheering and let out their wildest sound they could make.
I should’ve listened to Sally in the first place. Arguments CAN be settled peacefully, and, hey! Sometimes the
resolution results in a friendship!

As we all were having fun and talking, the sliding door to our house opened. Uh-oh, it’s Sam. I swallow hard.

“Max!?!” he yells.

Cole Kennedy, Byron

Woof! Woof! It was Christmas Eve and I can not wait! Santa and his dog Santa  Paws are coming! Me and
my owner Cole are so excited! As Cole and I were playing with my big stuffed caterpillar we decided to turn on
the tv. Then, all of a sudden the tv said breaking news! The news announced that Santa and Santa paws were
being held captive by what looks like an army of evil snowmen. Cole and I were mad. No one will steal our
Christmas! Then, suddenly we heard a knock at the door. We peered through the side of the window to see
who it was. It was three of Santa’s head elves! Alvin the elf said “we need your help!” and Alvin explained how
all of the other elves had been hypnotized to do what the evil snowmen said. They were the only ones that
had escaped.

In less than two minutes they were in the elf-a-copter  heading for the North Pole to save Christmas! “Woof
woof! I was hanging my head out the window and sticking my tongue out. I was ready for battle. As Cole, the
three elves and I landed far away from the snowmen we discussed our game plan. They said I would be
attacking the snowmen with Cole, and the elves would sneak behind and untie Santa and Santa Paws.

After discussing, Cole and I were ready. The elves snuck around the corner of the buildings in Santa’s
Village. Cole and I charged at the head snowman.  I rammed into the snowman and he obliterated into pieces,
but then eight snowmen trapped Cole and I in between them. We thought we were stuck, but then the three
elves jumped up and saved us. After that we all teamed up and defeated all of the snowmen and grabbed a
power crystal that they used to hypnotize the elves and smashed it. Then, Cole and I hopped on the
elf-a-copter and waved goodbye to Santa, Santa Paws, and of course the elves. It was yet another mission
completed by Cole and I. Christmas was back on! We went home and excitedly turned on the news and I
enjoyed some treats while the news reporter said, “In good news two heroes saved Christmas today. A boy
and his dog were the heroes.I am sorry to say that Santa gave me a note that the leader of the snowmen left
behind. The note stated that the leader of the snowmen was not defeated and he will come back to get
revenge!” Oh no…to be continued.
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“Tell a story from a pet’s perspective”
Valerie Peterson, Byron

As Queen Espresso of Cat Kingdom sat on her chair, licking her paw. Her royal   cat maid announced, “Queen Tulane
is here to give you a gift.”

“Let her in,” Queen Espresso replied.
“Hello Espresso!”  Tulane shouted excitedly as she ran towards Espresso.

“Hello! What is this gift you brought me?” Espresso asked curiously.
“Well why don’t you see for yourself!” Queen Tulane exclaimed as she handed Espresso her gift. It was beautiful, light

blue with cute white lilies.
“It’s wonderful! I’ll wear this dress everyday,” Espresso said, waving her paws in the air out of excitement.
“I’m glad you like it. I sewed it myself,” Tulane responded.

Out of gratitude Queen Espresso put on the dress and did a little twirl.
“It’s even better when I twirl!” Espresso excitedly exclaimed.

“Good! Now I better get back to my castle,” Tulane sighed.
“Okay, come back soon!” Espresso yelled out as Queen Tulane left.

Queen Espresso took off her dress and gave it to one of the maids to go put away. She went to her room, and turned off
the lights. Espresso fell asleep with ease, as she was tired from the eventful day she just had.
“My Queen,” One of the maids said, pulling Espresso out of bed.
“What?” Asked Queen Espresso tiredly.
“Someone has stolen your mothers crown,” The maid sighed.

The Queen began sobbing, “Are there any clues on who would do this?”
“The guards are searching the room right now, we will find out soon. For now let’s get you back to bed,” The maid

answered.
“Ok,” The Queen said, still crying.

The crown meant everything to her, and so the guards continued their search.
One of the guards bursted into the room running, and stopped to hold up the crown. “We found it!” The guard yelled in
victory.

“Who stole it?” Asked Queen Espresso in a relieved voice.
“Queen Tulane, she stole it to get the jewels polished and cleaned up, she didn’t mean any harm,” The guard replied.
“Thank goodness it wasn’t someone else,” Espresso sighed in relief.

Hunter Hamm, Triton
Hey there I am Madam Cluck.  I run the roost here and let me tell you it is hard work.  I have to

organize the pecking order, welcome the humans, make sure that everyone lays eggs, and make sure I
keep some eggs for chicks.

When we first got Dan he wasn’t more than 6 inches tall.  He saw the yard and started runnin wild
all over the place.  When he finally found us in the woods he got one of the yearlings but he didn’t harm
her at all.  I decided he was trustworthy and he helps protect the chickens now including RedHead .  He
still chases rabbits though I guess there are some things even chickens can’t teach dogs.

Then there's Old Dan even though he’s only a pup, he is “Old” Dan.  There are also the cats:
Callie, Ravioli, and Boots.  They all say hi and morning to us, but frankly I believe they are scared of Red
Head.  We all come across each other at some point of the day. Though it is mostly during the afternoon.
When we are scratching for worms and such.

There was this one day the humans cut down a tree full of grubs they cut it up and put it into a
pile and the grubs were ours for the taking.  Course we didn’t have the cats then or Dan either, come to
think of it.

Then there was this cold snap in April one year.  We chickens were scared and huddling up and
doing whatever we could to stay warm.  It was only 6 days but felt like 5 years.

Then there's this one human we call Buuk Ruuk who usually feeds us.  We say morning and tell
him what needs to be restocked.

One time this fox came up to the trail the humans made in the woods we smelled her and Old
Dan came up. I guess he was following us since he smelled the fox before we did or something.  He just
kept watch and herded stray chickens back toward the group.

Coop publishing  all eggs preserved
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Nine Lives
Landon Schaudenecker, Byron

Nine lives! Who has nine lives? I know! I do! I’m Charley, the cool cat.

On a crispy fall afternoon I woke up in the backseat of a truck on the lap of a little boy named Landon. Landon
said, “Here we are! This is your new home.” Landon opened the door, and I jumped out! I’ve never seen anything
like this in the city. There were big tractors everywhere!

Landon picked me up and said, “Now you be careful! Don’t get run over by anything.” He squeezed the
bejeebers out of me, and I thought my eyeballs were going to pop out! I thought I was a goner!

I woke up the next morning after thinking I had died from Landon squeezing me. I was so hungry. I searched
around, and I found a fatty steak bone at the back of the barn. I started gnawing on it. It was delicious! I kept on
devouring it, and all of a sudden a piece of bone got caught in my throat. I gasped for air. I thought I was a goner!

After resting most of the day, I heard Landon yelling as he got off the school bus. I raced to the end of the
driveway. Landon was rubbing my tummy, and it tickled. I darted away from him, and bam! I got run over by the
yellow school bus. I was a goner!

The next morning I woke up in the ditch where the bus tire had run over me. I heard a loud noise, and it startled
me. I headed back to the farm. I saw a combine harvesting something in the field.  What was it? I thought I better
check it out. The closer I got, the louder the noise became. I kept inching closer to the combine.  All of a sudden the
dust began to roll, and I couldn’t see. I darted to the right and BAM! The combine ran me right over! No one saw it
happen. I was a goner!

Later that afternoon, I woke up. No one was around. I decided to check out the farm so I headed down the
driveway. Out of the blue a huge black lab comes running up to me. He growls and then he attacks. He got me right
in the neck. I could feel his teeth jab into my skin. I was a goner!

When I woke up the next morning, Landon was standing over me, he picked me up and said, “What happened
to you? I haven’t seen you for days! Come with me. Let’s have some fun!” He tucked me in his arm like a football,
and up the ladder we went. All the way to the top. I had never climbed a silo before. The higher we went, the more
scared I became so I closed my eyes. The next thing I knew Landon yelled, “Here’s Charley! Catch him, Liam.” I
opened my eyes quickly, blinked a few times and SPLAT! I hit the ground like a pancake. I was a goner!

I could still see stars the next afternoon when I opened my eyes. I blinked a few times just to confirm I was alive.
I set out to explore the farm. I headed towards the barn, and I saw a big machine being filled with corn seed. I went
behind this big lifter (skid loader). All of a sudden it started backing up, and I went right under the tire. I was a
goner!

A few days passed. I woke up right next to the barn. I could hear Landon yelling, “Charley! Where are you?” I
hobbled over to Landon who was happy to see me! Landon and I were playing in the backyard when all of a
sudden I ran after a mouse I had spotted in the middle of the driveway. I got run over by a semi that Landon’s dad
was driving up the driveway. I was a goner!

They say cats have nine lives! I better be careful. I’m on my last life…
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Graysen Burton, Byron

Woof! Woof! It is me King barks-a-lot lll. Right now I am in a battle with Norbert the Nutty. His army has
nut-apults and leaf gliders. Don’t forget the walnut grenades. But my army has bone and arrows and
bone bashers.(Bone bashers are clubs made of bone) Wait, what’s that?! The squirrels are launching
themselves out of the nut-apults with leaf gliders! At their head is none other than Norbert the Nutty! “Sir
Woofington give me your bone and arrow!” I carefully aim at Norbert the Nutty and I let the bone fly. It
misses him but hits his walnut grenade that he is holding. It explodes the leaf glider and all the others
following it. Just then hundreds of walnut grenades hit camp. “We have to destroy the trees!” I yelled.
They formed teams and used bone bashers to knock down the trees. Just then, guess who showed up?
Norbert the Nutty!!! He took out his acorn sword and I took out my bone sword. We dueled for  some time
until Norbert jumped back and charged. I dodged last second and swiped away his sword. He ran as fast
as he could back to a tree! But remember that my army knocked down almost all the trees? The last tree
falls right on Norbert! Later, we had a party and we were having a howl-off. As soon as it was my turn to
howl a horrifying stench filled the area!

“P.u!” said Sir Woofington. “Is that you Sire Stinkbreath?” I said.
“Nuh-uh” said Sire Stinkbreath. Just then a ginormous skunk jumped out of the bushes and landed

right in the punch bowl! ”Yikes!” I yelled. Everyone grabbed something and started attacking. I saw  a
microphone hit the skunk across its face and a soup ladle hit its chest. It was receiving blows from every
which way until, I came into finish it of with a bone-brasher to the head. As soon as it was defeated
everyone cheered! Then we finally finished the howl-off and Sir Woofington took home the gold! After
that we got some sleep.

Ralph the adventure cat
Brenna Nigon, Byron

I heard dogs barking & chasing me, I ran across the road. I heard the cars zooming past me. I ran
even faster, as I got to the other side of the road there was a long gravel driveway with a house at the
end. So I ran by a little pump that ran water out of it and I hid behind a big rock near it. I peeked my head
around the rock & watched if anyone was going to come out of the house.
All I saw was a fat cat through the window. Then I saw kids talking on the inside of the house. The kids
disappeared. Then I saw them again but with something in their hands. Then they came outside and I hid
my head behind the rock. But I didn’t realize my tail was still sticking out & they could still see it. One of
the kids walked closer to me. She poured yummy smelling food by the water pump. She walked back by
the rest of the people who were standing by a bench that started swinging!

“A GHOST!” I panicked and hid again. Then sniffed the air. I poked my head around the rock. I
walked out and started eating the food off the little bit of cement by the water pump. A few hours later I
was named! My name is Ralph. A few weeks later They left  me. But I went into the woods to explore. I
walked down to the creek and I saw a butterfly! I chased it down a trail and when it landed on a tree it
said kindly

“please dear, don't kill me. I have little kids to take care of.” So I just ran away. I went back to the
house where a kind lady fed me some food.
Hi Ralph my name is Jostock. Your Family went to see some people. I just licked her and she laughed
sweetly. A few days later a lot of Jostock and a lot of adventures. I sat on top of the chicken coop
cleaning myself when a car went up the driveway. I ran to the garage to greet my friends. As they hugged
me I purred loudly. I had many adventures in my life but finding a family was the best adventure of all.
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The Pet perspective
Ashlyn Steinke, Byron

It was a normal Thursday morning and I was just laying down in the living room when I heard a faint
voice. It wasn't my sister Sadie it wasn't my brother brooks.It was my human she was calling me into the
garage.Of course I went to her who wouldn’t she is the best person ever.When I got to the garage I saw
my kennel and my bed in the truck  I was so excited to go in the truck and go on a nice long ride.I jumped
up in the truck and made myself comfortable and laid down on my bed. About some time later the truck
stop.I got up in a flash to see what was happening. We were at the VET! Oh no I’ve been here before it’s
never good. I always have nightmares about this place. My brother and sister are always telling  me to
avoid this place.My human started coming towards me with a leash. Maybe we were going on a
walk?Well no we were definitely going to the vet.We walked into the vet I felt like my legs were like water.
We walked to the back room where there was a bed and a couple of humans standing around the bed
they called me up to the bed and I jumped up suddenly I felt really slee…

I woke up and felt like spaghetti. My body was aching from head to toe I was tired and I had a cone on
my head my human carried me to the truck and put me on my bed.She drove home and I was greeted by
the tiny humans.The  next morning I felt a lot better and well rested.I went outside and went  to the
bathroom.I got called back inside and was greeted with lots of pets then tiny humans left and the big
human went into a room and shut the door I was left alone. I went over to my sister to see what she was
doing but she was just sleeping. I couldn't find my brother so I took a nap.I woke up to the sound of the
big human talking and she said”Lexi is getting her cone off tomorrow,”I Barked with glee! The next day I
went to the vet. This time I wasn't scared. I was happy they took the cone off my head and I never had to
wear a cone again.

Alexis Deutz, Byron

“Hi my name is storm”. I’m with my brothers and sisters right now. I was just born and so were my
brothers and sisters. After a couple a days I noticed that this person would come out and in of my
mothers cage and give her this hard food. I’m lucky that I don’t have to eat that stuff. I just drink milk from
my mothers stomach and it’s so yummy!! After me and my siblings just drink our moms milk we go
outside and play on this green stuff that is kinda itchy but it’s really fun to play on. Me and my sibling
tackle each other on the green stuff.

While we were playing me and my sister smelt something that smelt really good so we followed the smell
and finally we found it but there was a white thing blocking us to get to the smell. My sister tried to break
it down but she could not do it so I tried to dig and we got over to the other side! When we got to the
other side We here loud noises like,honks and birds chirping it was kinda scary!

I don’t know what we found but it smelt good so me and my sister tried to eat it but it was to hard to bite
into it so we tried again and again and we could not bite it so we tried for the last time and we bit it! It
tastes so yummy me and my sister ate the whole thing. After we were full. So we decided to wander
around so we did so we walked and walked and walked and we stoped cause there was these big things
that moved really fast. We tried to get over to the other side but we could not so my sister tried running to
the other side! And one of the things came in really fast and hit my sister! I don’t know what happend to
her but I was all alone.

After I tried finding my family I could not find them so I tried to follow the smell we found before and then I
found them again!

After a couple of weeks there this person kept on coming in and petting us and finally one day she picked
me up and put me in the moving thing and we went to this house and there were other dogs there and it
was super fun there! The End
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Kaylee Mortland, Byron

It was a good Friday morning and I was looking out the window. I really want to go play out there. It
looks really fun. All of my favorite toys are now outside from last night.  But, my human mom, Amy, is still
sleeping and I don’t want to go wake her up. But I really want to go outside so I’ll just go wake her up. I
Don't think she will mind. Will she? I went upstairs and woke Amy up and she said

“ Don’t forget we have to go to the vey today! We have to leave pretty soon. You might want to play
before we have to go.”

Oh no I totally forgot about that! I really don’t want to, so I'm gonna go get some food downstairs.
WAIT WHAT WHERE IS MY FOOD!! Amy said”the vet said you can’t eat food before surgery!”Wait it’s
surgery I thought it was a check up. NOT SURGERY!! Know I can’t even eat food! 10 minutes later we
arrived at the vet. The vet took me back down the long hallway. 2 hours later I woke up with this cone on
my head! I wonder why this cone is on my head. It must have been something to do with surgery. We
finally arrived back home. I went to my bed and took a long nap. 1:30 hours later I woke up and got food.
I was very hungry because I haven’t eaten since last night. Today was a long day!
The next day was a little bit better. Amy was already up so I went to go get some breakfast. Amy was
already eating so I ate fast. Once I was done eating. Amy let me outside so I could play with my toys.
There was one problem: I couldn't pick up my toys with the cone on my head so I just layed in the sun.
Amy came outside and sat down next to me and pet me! 10 minutes later we went inside and watched a
movie!

3 months later I got my cone taken off at the vet and right when I got home I played with my toys! I
finally got to play. Amy took me to the park 30 minutes after I got home. All of my friends were there and
we played for an hour and when we got home I ate lunch and I slept after a long day at the park.
Tomorrow I will take a long nap and play with Amy all day long!

My New Friend
Brynlee Kruse, Byron

Ruff, Ruff ! Oh, hi there that was just me trying to wake up my owner,  she’s being really stubborn right
now! Anyway, let me introduce myself. I'm  Diggs, the dog! I have a great life, the only thing I would
change is to get rid of that stinking cat! He’ll just sit around all day and do nothing.ughhh! I just wish my
owner would get another dog, that way I could have someone to have actual fun with. But whatever it will
probably never happen.

“Diggs!” yelled Lexi (my owner). “Time to go for a walk Diggs.”

Ruff, Ruff Yay! Ok bye see ya you later!

Sniff ,Sniff . what’s that smell! Wait,the dog pound? Why are we going to the there?  I haven’t ate a
pillow in weeks! What did I do wrong?!

Ok we’re inside now, I still can’t think of why we’re here? What is that?
“Diggs this is your new brother”! “His name is Bongo”!
OMG! OMG! Is this really happening? This is unbelievable, i'm so excited! Let’s go home!

We’re home now and things are horrible! When we walked in the door there were balloons and it
seemed like my whole family was there! The only thing they wanted to see was my brother. No one even
said hi to me! I’m so mad right now because Bongo is stealing all of the attention! This was such a bad
idea.

Everyone is gone now and I’m glad because that was a nightmare,and Charlie agrees with me.
Charlie is the cat that I was talking about earlier. I said I was sorry for calling him lazy so many times
because now Bongo Has to Much energy. Anyway, I have to wish me luck with the rest of my life,
because there is a low chance I’m surviving this.
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Aiden Klein, Byron

Ruff! I barked at the mailman delivering a package. I hope there are toys in there so I can play with them and
maybe one toy is squeaky or dog treats.

Luke yelled stop barking Duke! He came to the door, grabbed the package and opened it.

Inside the package was school supplies for him. Then I remembered that school started in 4 days and that I would
be home alone with nobody to play fetch with or watch tv with Luke. My owner's wife, Kelly, will be home soon, and
then we will eat dinner. While we were waiting for her I scratched at the door waiting for someone to come let me
outside. Luke came to the door and let me out. Finally I am free to roam around the yard. I went right to where the
squirrels usually are. It took me a while to find a squirrel but when I got to it,it had already climbed up the tree. I
couldn’t find any more squirrels so I took a break from trying to find them,after a while Kelly came home. I had dog
food, the rest of my family had tacos, after I finished eating I went to get my tennis ball. I went over to Luke and
dropped the ball at his feet and then we played fetch for a while. After we finished playing fetch I went to see what
everyone was doing, when I got to Kelly she was cleaning the dishes. Then I went to sleep.

3 days later, as I was waking up from a nap, I went to see if there was any food in my food dish. Lucky for me, Luke
had put some food in my dish because I was starving.

After I finished eating I went to see if there was anything outside, when I looked towards the trees I found a squirrel
I started barking. After a while Luke let me out. I went to the back and I found a squirrel, it was small. I killed the
squirrel and then I ate it. When I finished eating it, I set the squirrel on the steps. I started scratching on the door
Luke came and opened it, he realized that I killed the squirrel. Then he put me in my kennel, and I started whining.

That night I wasn’t hungry for dinner because I demolished the squirrel. After dinner I sat on the couch with Luke.
We watched tv then I went to bed. I was having a hard time falling asleep because I kept thinking about tomorrow
and how I was going to be alone. This morning I was nervous, when Kelly left I was sad cause every morning me
and her play fetch. When I heard the buses brakes I started whining, after Luke left I started scratching at the door
but Luke never came back. Now I was home alone with nothing to do besides nap and look out the window. After a
while I started walking around the house. I couldn't think of anything to do, until I thought of trying to open the
cabinet where my food was. It took me a little while to figure out how I was going to open the cabinet, then I finally
got it open and got the bin out and had a ton of dog food to eat and then after I filled my stomach up with food I got
some water from my dish, then I took a nap.

Then every day I started finding ways to get to the food and after a couple weeks of school went bye. I thought
about the first day of school and how I was afraid when Luke left, but know I don’t get scared when he leaves.

A Cookie’s Way Home
Ellie Wentz, Byron

When I opened up my eyes, it was morning. I got up, went to my owners, and said, good morning; all they
could hear was “meow”. I went over and ate the food that was left in a bowl for me, it was delicious. I hear them
talking about going on vacation to Florida. I can’t wait to go with! They were getting ready to go, so I started to
follow them out to the car. They picked me up, put me back in the house and called someone to come. Why would
my owners leave me behind? I went to nap and think about it. An hour later, a lady walked in and said, “Hi Cookie!
I’m going to watch you for the week. We are going to have so much fun!” Annoyedly I thought, “I will go find my
owners”. I got up from my nap and went to the door. When that lady opened it, I sprinted out and ran away from
her. Now I am in the big, scary woods alone. I started to climb up a hill when it started to rain. I wanted to go back
but I was lost. I continued to go straight ahead where I eventually found a little box. I went in and decided to sleep
until the rain was gone. When I woke up, I was starving. I looked around and found a pond. After two hours of
trying, I finally caught a fish! It was delicious! I started going straight again and found a tiny town. After getting
closer, I saw a group of alley cats. I ran away as fast as I could but then I got lost in a new direction. After about six
hours of walking through fields, I finally found a new town and a sign that says, “Florida - 20 miles”.  I am almost
there! After about 4 hours of sprinting, I was finally in Florida! I ran and then I found my owners. I ran up to them
and they immediately saw me, picked me up and hugged me. I was home!
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Sydney Portner, Byron

Hi, I’m Baxter! I am excited to tell you all about my amazing adoption story! First off, I will tell you a little
bit about me. I am a six month old yellow lab. When I was a pup, they would call me a runt.  They called
me a runt because I was the smallest one in the litter.  No one wanted me because of my size. Little did
they know how much joy I could bring to their family.

My original family left me on the side of the road.  I felt scared and lonely because I had never been on
my own before. It was early December in Minnesota when I was left and every day it was getting colder
and colder sleeping in the woods.  The only food I could find was next to the woods behind a restaurant.
The food I found was inside their garbage dumpster. One evening after the restaurant closed the cook
caught me eating a piece of bacon. She gently put her hand out for me to come and said, “Hi little guy,
you look hungry”. I started to shake because I was scared but there was something about that calming
sweet voice that also comforted me.  She told me her name was Riley and from this day forward my life
changed forever.

I walked towards her and she scooped me up into her arms. She cuddled me and finally I felt loved and
warm. It felt like heaven. She wrapped me in a cozy blanket and put me in her car. She snuck me into
her small apartment because dogs were not allowed.  We stopped at a store on the way to her apartment
and she bought me some food. When we were inside she gave me some dog food and water. It was
amazing and my belly was so full. I fell asleep without the sound of howling for the first time in a long
time. I fell fast asleep that first night because I finally felt safe.

The next morning, Riley skipped work and she made posters to try and find my owners.  Little did she
know what my real owners had done to me. Riley brought me to the dog park. I never had this much fun
in my life! At the dog park, there were obstacles, games and even a pool for when the weather is nice. I
even made a couple friends while at the dog park. After that, she brought me to a doggy store and
bought me a rubber pig along with a blue leash. The store was very colorful and bright. Then we came
back to her apartment and snuggled up on the couch and watched a movie after we had supper.

After weeks and weeks, she still couldn’t find my owners; she didn’t want to bring me to the animal
shelter.  After a full month passed and no one claimed me, she had to bring me to the animal shelter.
She was worried she was going to get kicked out of her apartment because animals aren’t allowed. As
we pulled up to the animal shelter, I could tell she had tears in her eyes.  I didn’t want to be away from
Riley.  Riley put me in the carrier and brought me inside.  She set me down and walked up to the counter.
I couldn’t tell what they were talking about.  I was sad and scared that she would leave me all alone.
After talking for about ten minutes, Riley started walking back.  She still had tears in her eyes. She
opened the carrier and lifted me up.  She said I can’t leave you here, and that she’s going to adopt me.
When she said that my eyes got wider. This was the happiest day of my life!

We celebrated with lots of bacon and a new stuffed toy Riley bought me. We went to the dog park and
told my new friends. They were so happy for me after we told the big news. Now my days are filled with
joy. I get to have lots of treats, we go on a lot of walks and play at the dog park often.  Riley and I ended
up moving into a dog friendly apartment nearby.  My life didn’t start out easy, but I would not trade it for
anything.

I hope you enjoyed my amazing adoption story.
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My Pet Story
Maclaren Leloux, Byron

CRASH!!!
“Yup, there goes the flower pot.”

“BARK!!!”
(footsteps)

“Shh! No barking! Bad dog!”
“BARK, BARK, BARK!!!”

“Bad d—AHHHH!!!”
“MY BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS!!!”

“ECHO, YOU KNOW THAT YOU’RE NOT SUPPOSED TO BE MESSING AROUND WITH MY FLOWERS!!!”
(footsteps)

“HISS, MRRROW!”
“BAD, NO, NO, YOU KNOW THAT YOU’RE NOT SUPPOSED TO BE MESSING WITH MY FLOWERS!!!”

(Creaking)
(WHUMP)

“HISSS”
(SLAM)

“Great, now I have to clean the mess up.”
“ARGH!”

(footsteps)
“Yup, this is my life. It’s not the best thing ever, like when I get a bath, but sure,

I can sneak out a slice of pizza every now and then, but then I get yelled at…and thrown outside, it gets kinda annoying.”
“Hi, I’m Echo, the house cat.”

“Here in this house, we have the owner Maddie, she was just yelling at me, her little sister Bella, she’s not that bad, a dog named, Rusty,
he’s always annoying, that’s only why he barked at me, and then there’s Marvin the tasty looking goldfish, that won’t get eaten ‘cause

Rusty’s always guarding him,
and me, Echo the disrespected house cat.

A couple hours later, at night, Bella came out with some food for me,  she set it in front of me and went back inside.
I see Rusty smirking at me through the window, but then he decided to follow Bella upstairs before I could retaliate.

Then it happened,
a cat leaped over the fence, two more followed, I saw my chance to run but they had already cornered me,

I knew that I would have to fight.
“What do you want from me?” I asked.

The three cats that were cornering me looked surprised, and stopped.
The first cat whispered to the other cats.

Then he said, “What’s your name?”
“I’m Echo,“ I replied.

“I’m Stone, here’s Maple and Sky,” He said.
The two other cats dipped their heads.

“BARK, BARK!!!”
Ahhhh, run a dog’s coming!!!

“BARK, BARK, BARK!!!”
“Huh, what, ahhh, climb up the tree!!!” I yelled, ”Climb up and hop over the fence.”

Maple and Sky had already reached the tree, but Rusty had gotten to Stone.
I had to help him. I launched myself off of the tree and I landed on top of Rusty.

I clawed at his ears and Rusty let Stone go.
“Run, up the tree, over the fence,” I shouted.

I clawed my way up the tree and hopped over the fence.
“Is everyone okay? I asked.

“Yeah, I’m good.”
“All good here”

“Couple scratches but nothing serious”
“Good to know,”I said.

After a while, I asked, “Where do you guys stay for the night? It's getting dark.”
“Ummm, follow us, we’ll show you,” Sky said.

She turned and left, Stone and Maple followed, I had no choice but to follow them.
We walked quite a ways, but then we found an old, broken, empty house, covered in vines and plants, a cat walked up to us and said,

“Sky, your back, I was starting to get worried….. “Who’s the new cat?”
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“Oh, her, she’s Echo,”said Sky, “She saved Stone from the dog, she is so cool!!!”
“Mmhmm, very cool.”

“So, who are you, exactly?”I asked.
“Oh, me, I’m Cloud, I’m Sky’s brother,” he said.

“Ahhh, makes sense,” I said, “Are there more cats?”
“Oh yeah, way more,” Shadow said.

“Where’s Stormy?” Sky asked.
“Oh, he’s inside,”Shadow said.

“C‘mon Echo,” Sky said,”I’ll show you around.”
She turned and ran into the house, so I followed,

the house was not at all what I had expected,
there were dens made out of sticks and twigs and then there were cats in the middle eating birds and mice.

“Wow,” I said, “this is really cool!”
“Yeah, you get to sleep in that den,” Sky said pointing at a large den.

“That’s where some cats sleep, sometimes it gets crowded, so that’s what the other den is for,” Stone said.
“Hi, Stormy ,” Sky ran over to a light gray tom, “It’s so good to see you again.”

“Oh, hi, Sky I missed you,” he said, “Where have you been?”
“Umm, well, first I was hunting then I heard a cat ‘Meow’ and ‘Hiss’ so I called to the others and………….”

I decided to leave and go explore the house.
Then I heard my stomach and I realized that I have not eaten anything for a very long time, so I go out and hunt for food,

I knew how to do this because sometimes Maddie or Bella forget to feed me so I hunt.
After I finished eating the mouse that I caught, then I went back to the house, because I could hardly see.

On the way I feel like I was going to fall asleep at any moment, when I got to the house,
I went to the den Sky pointed to and I collapsed on what looked like a bed made of moss and feathers.

When I woke up in the next morning, light was shining through the holes in the roof,
the den was completely empty except for Sky, Stone and Maple I decided to let them sleep,

they had been up late the night before.
So I went out to enjoy the morning and breakfast of mice.

Afterwards, Stone, Sky and Maple were awake when I came back from my hunt
Sky ran up to me and said, “Sooo, are you going to stay here or go back to your house?”

“I think I’m going to stay,” I replied, ”as long as I can get back at Rusty.”
“Sounds good,” Sky said.

And now I’m no longer Echo, the disrespected house cat, I am Echo the runaway.

The Space Dog
Norah Rossow, Pine Island

3,2,1...Blast Off! Hi, I'm stella. I am an Ausarnat; and yes I'm a dog. NASA uses me for space

study .I really love being in space. It is so cool with all the different noises like Woosh, beep,

boop, bleep. And also it is really beautiful with all the stars and planets and things like that. I

always loved night back on earth because it always meant I could see the stars but now I

can see them all the time. There is only one problem with it. I’m the only person on the ship

so I almost always have to work. Work, work, work and more work. It just seems as if it's

never ending. It also gets kind of lonely. The thing is I can't think about it because then I will

get sad and if I get sad I do not want to work but I have to work because otherwise bad

stuff happens up in space and then I will not make it home. It is kind of nice when I get

home. I get to see my family, and no more work but after a little while it is back to training

for the next journey. Except the thing is in the end it is all totally worth it.
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Camdyn Snell
Byron

It was a really nice day out and I wondered what we would do today.  My brother Camdyn
said “Wrigley do you want to go for a ride”?  I jumped up and ran to the door with my tail
wagging.  I wondered where we were going.   When we got there, there were a lot of people.  I
just wanted to run around and play with them.  I saw Easton and got super excited. He was
walking with some other people and a big orange ball in his hands.  I wanted to get that ball so
badly but Cam said “Wrigley sit”, so I sat down and watched lots of people walk by.  I heard a lot
of cheering, then I heard Camdyn say that Easton had won.  Soon Easton came over by us and
said  “hi Wrigley” and I barked and got excited and said hi back.  Mom, Dad, and Cam all said
“good job Easton”.  That park was so much fun seeing all those people but I just wanted to run
around and lick them all.  We started walking and I thought we were going to see all those
people but we went back in the car.  We had to stop at a big building.  I wasn’t sure what it was
but everyone went in without me.  I barked and barked trying to get them to see they forgot me
but they came out a couple minutes later. I jumped on them all with excitement and then could
smell something delicious.  Camdyn shared his snack with me.  He is really good about that.
We then went back home and decided to play outside before it got dark.  They all played football
and basketball and I laid in the shade and watched them.  They are so funny to watch
sometimes. It got dark fast so we went In and ate some supper.  Cam shared his with me again.
We then laid on the couch and watched some tv.   My family is the best. We do so many fun
things together.

Woodrow Sams
Byron

Crack! It was a great hit! Landon got all the way to 3 third base! The next batter was up. Crack! He hit the
ball. Landon gets to home base!

Ok, let’s rewind. My name is Cody, and as you probably already know, Landon takes care of me and when
he’s at school, it just gets boring. Landon is in 6th grade and he always takes me to his baseball games. As
you have probably assumed already, Landon’s team is awesome and the games are very exciting. Ok, now
that we are caught up, let’s get back to the game. Oh no! It took us so long to get caught up, the game is over!
Well, Landon will tell us who won the game.

“Hi Cody! We won the game! But you knew that, didn’t you!”, Landon said. After the celebration party, we
walked home and Landon fed me, he always seemed to know when I was hungry, and this was not unlike any
other day, and I was hungry after such an exciting game of baseball! After Landon put the food out, he went
into the bathroom to shower and then change into new clothes. After I was done eating, I went into the living
room to sit on the couch, because after Landon showers, he likes to watch the tv and see what’s on the news.
I find the news very interesting, because it is something new everyday and it doesn’t get old.

Finally! Landon is out of the shower! I know that it is only a few minutes long, but it seemed longer this time
for some reason. Maybe because I really want to watch the news or because I was running in circles the
whole time. I don’t know. Here we go, Landon is turning on the tv!

“Welcome to CNN 10! I am Carl Azuz and I am going to talk about…,” That’s just about how every CNN 10
news starts off with Carl Azuz reporting. Now he’s talking about how the gas prices are at their highest ever
and are expected to continue to go up. Wow! At least Landon doesn’t drive a car. He drives a bike. Wait, can
you drive a bike or do you ride it? I'm pretty sure you ride a bike. Now Landon is scratching in between my
ears. That feels good. Ah! He is scratching my belly! Stop, that tickles! All right, now Landon has turned off the
news. It is time for bed. On the way to my bed, I see Landon’s mom and dad. I give a friendly bark. Bark! They
smile at me. When I get in bed, I am almost asleep, when Landon opens the door. Creeeck.

“Goodnight, Cody.” I bark back. “Bark!” He smiles and says “Don’t forget about the big tournament
tomorrow!” Agh, I totally forgot about that! And I fell asleep dreaming about the big tournament tomorrow.
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Brody Wilson, Byron

Christma� i� th� m�s� wonderfu� tim� of th� yea�! I�’� no� jus� fo� human�, i�’� excitin� fo� u� fou� legge� pee�� to�.
M� maste� i� alwa�� i� th� kitche� cookin� somethin� an� i� alwa�� smell� s� goo�.

Sometime� I’� luck� an� sh� give� m� � tast� of wha� sh�’� cookin� o� bakin�. Som� time� th� aroma� ar� s� goo� I l�s�
contro� an�  bar� o� jum� u� o� th� counte��. Tha� neve� end� wel� fo� m�, a� I usuall� en� u� o� m� be� an� no� i� th�
kitche� s� I d� m� bes� t� contro� m� temptation�. M� favorit� pa�� of Christma� i�, i� Christma� Ev� nigh�.

M� specia� human� an� I gathe� roun� th� fireplac�. Ever� yea� I ge� � ne� salmo� flavore� bon� t� che� o� a� w� si�
aroun� th� fireplac�. I lov� t� la� righ� i� fron� becaus� th� warmt� feel� s� goo� an� whil� al� th� human� visi�, ea�, drin�
an� laug� � lo�! I ge� specia� treat� to�, bu� loo� forwar� t� th� crum��. The� alwa�� tast� s� muc� be�e� tha� min�. I
alwa�� pa� cl�s� a�entio� a� I ca� snee� i� t� ge� th� crum�� a� the� dro� o� th� floo�. Th� li�l� huma� wit� wil� blond�
hai� i� alwa�� sur� I ge� plent� of crum��, if y� kno� wha� I mea�! H� i� m� numbe� on� huma�! I’� als� of coa�s� alwa��
th� cente� of a�entio� a� wel�. I ge� m� ea�� scratche�, m� bell� rubbe� an� eve� kisse�!  Befor� I kno� i�, i�’� tim� fo� be�.
Li�l� blond� sa�� w� go� t� g� t� be� o� Sant� wo�’� com� an� brin� u� present�. Whil� al� m� huma� peopl� hav� thei�
ow� bed�, an� I hav� m� ow� be� tha�’� ver� sof�, m�s� th� tim� I cho�s� t� slee� wit� m� tw� legge� peopl�. Sometime� I
lik� t� slee� o� th� floo� cu� i�’� coo�. If I ha� m� choic� I’� slee� b� th� fireplac� ever� nigh�, bu� o� Christma� Ev�, li�l�
blondi� alwa�� want� m� t� slee� wit� hi�. I imagin� i�’� becaus� the� do�’� wan� m� t� bar� an� scar� o� th� ol� ma� wit�
whit� hai� an� � whit� bear� dresse� i� re�.  Th� hous� i� dar� an� quie�. Blondi� i� fas� aslee�, sawin� lo�� a� usua�. I
suddenl� hea� footste�� o� th� roof. M� tai� i� waggin�, th� curi�sit� i� killin� m�. I ge� u�, quietl� g� dow� th� stai�� an�
wha� d� I se�? I se� � ma� wit� � bi� bell�, hai� an� bear� whit� a� sno� fillin� stockin��. I though� t� m�self thi� mus� b�,
Sant�! I accidentall� slippe� an� h� hear� m�. H� looke� ove� a� m� an� wen� bac� t� fillin� th� stockin��.

I remembe� wha� blondi� sai� abou� if Sant� caugh� yo� lookin� h�’� thro� coa� i� you� eye� s� I decide� t� cree� bac�
u�stai�� an� g� bac� t� be� ti� mornin�. Al� of � sudde�, li�l� blondi� jumpe� u� ou� of be�, h� ra� int� m� maste�� roo�, h�
ra� downstai�� t� th� tre�. Blondi� wa� jumpin� u� an� dow� wit� jo�, smilin� ea� t� ea� an� talkin� loudl� i� excitemen�.
Whe� m� human� ge� excite� I ge� excite�. Woof woof!

A� I cam� dow� th� stai�� m� n�s� guide� m� straigh� t� th� kitche�.

Tha� smel�, i� ha� m� bell� rumblin�. Blondi� wa� yellin� m� nam�, h� wante� m� ove� b� th� Christma� tre� an� present�
bu� I wa� muc� mor� intereste� i� wha� smel� s� goo�. The� blondi� calle� m� nam� agai�, I looke� an� h� wa� holdin� u�
thi� hug� bon� tha� ha� � bi� gol� bo� o� i�.   I barke� i� excitemen� an� wen� runnin� toward� th� tre�.

Everybod� followe� m�. W� sa� aroun� th� tre�. Blondi� passe� ou� al� th� present� an� w� enjoye� ou� gift�, foo� an� ou�
tim� togethe�.

Everyon� wa� hungr�. Th� human� sa� dow� a� th� tableM� human� wer� al� si�in� aroun� th� tabl� eatin�, m� maste� go�
u� an� a� sh� walke� bac� int� th� dinin� roo� sh� wa� carryin� � b��. Sh� pu� i� dow� an� calle� bot� Blondi� an� I ove�
b� th� presen�. O� th� b��, i� sai� T� Brod� an� Scou�, Merr� Christma�! Fro� Sant�. Blondi� too� th� to� o� an� t�
bot� ou� surpris� i� wa� � smal� fou� legge�  frien� jus� lik� m�!  Ou� hea�t� wer� fille� wit� jo�. I� wa� th� bes�
Christma� eve�!
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Victoria Siewert, Byron

CREAK! The door went when Maya shut the door. Chase barked for a couple minutes, then
stopped when he realized he was home alone. “ Great, I've  nothing to do now!” He barked. He was
already bored. So he trotted over to his food bowl to finish his lunch. That’s when he thought of it. Wha� ��
I s�e�� �ut? He thought. He ran over to the big sliding glass door and tried to push it open. It didn’t work.
Oh��! May� ��� �he ���d�� o��n! Chase pushed against the window screen, and it popped out! He jumped
out the window and landed and the grass. “ I’m free!” He barked. Chase looked around and then realized
there was nothing for him to play with out here. “ Uhhh” he growled in frustration. That’s when he saw it.
There was a hole under the fence, if he just made it a little bit bigger he could crawl under it!

He dug for a couple of minutes, and finally the hole was big enough.
Chase crawled under the fence and was finally free. “ I’m free!!!” Chase barked. He turned around and
ran up the hill to the corn field. But there he was. Oden. A nice dog and loved to play but Chase was
scared of him because he was so big. Oden turned his head towards Chase.

“ Oh! Hi!” Oden barked and started running towards Chase. Oh ��e�t. Chase thought. Oden was
running at him fast, he had to do something. “ Run,” Chase barked at himself. Chase turned around and
ran as fast as he could to get to his fenced in yard. He could hear Oden’s big paws thumping on the
ground as he ran. So c����!! He thought. Chase stopped in front of the fence and wiggled under it. Oden
stopped running just outside the fence and tried to wiggle under but he was too big. “ Don’t you want to
play?” Oden asked. “ Not now,” Chase said out of breath. He watched Oden walk back to his own yard
and under his fence.

Chase waited until Maya got back from work for her to let him in. He finally heard footsteps, then the
door opened. And Maya walked out.

“ Chase there you are! Come inside!” Maya said. Chase walked inside. Maya sat down on the
ground and started petting him. All was good now.

Sage’s story
Kimber Sanson, Triton

Hello I’m sage my owner is really cool. time for breakfast yum bacon.im going to go outside now. Wow I never
seen this before I’m going to check it out. Wow I love this place it is so neat. I better turn around. Hmm which way
did I go again they must al go the same way. It’s getting dark ill just sleep here. What’s that noise “sage hears
footsteps” Its ok there’s nothing just sleep.

Good morning ok let’s get home. Where am I at umm are these foot prints? “Sage follows the foot prints and goes
the wrong way”. Uh oh um I got to be quiet there’s a lot of wolfs. “The wolfs wake up and sage runs”. Ah help
someone please.

A cave I hope there’s food in this cave I’m hungry. I see fire and food! I can stay the night here I hope my owner is
not scared. Yummy that food was good I better get out of here. I hear a loud noise maybe I should climb this tree
there’s the town.im going to start walking. A lake with WATER I am so thirsty let’s take a break. “Sage takes a
brake”.  Ok let’s get back to walking.

I see the road yay I can’t wait until I see my owner. Home sweet home! “Sage walks in and does not see the owner
“hello? Is anyone here? “Sage walks around and sees the whole family passed away “no it can’t be what will I do.

“a little girl finds sage and takes her home “wow I love this home and this bed is so comfy the home is so big and
clean I even get a TV. There are animals outside that I can play with but I still miss my old owner what’s that smell I
smells like…BACON. yum this bacon is good. I’m going to explore the backyard.” (Sage walks around and starts to
do cool tricks while sage dose the tricks the new owner sees sage and posts it online And Sage is now famous”.
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My Dream
Titan Gravenish, Pine Island

Hi, my name is Nollie. I'm a dog. Yes, a dog. Some people call me a troublemaker, but I think of myself as a
dog with a dream.
Sometimes my dream  is what gets me in trouble.My dream is not finding a Unicorn or flying. It’s about seeing the
world.

You see, I’ve been wanting to travel to the big house on the bluff, but I can hardly get past the woods in my
backyard. I’m 1 years old ,but remember 1 in dog years is 7, I’m almost 2 so I’m basically a teenager if you can do
the math. Whenever I go to see the world,I get lost but my owners come and find me. When I come back into our
long yard my brother Echo barks and wrestles me.

We set up Halloween in our house. Don’t tell anybody, but I’m afraid of Halloween. I  just feel like a million
spiders are going to jump out of nowhere. I bet my dream of the house on the bluff isn't scary like our house.

Every morning me and the Dad of the two kids that take care of me ,walk up the steps and I get to lick the
oldest kid’s  face. Then we go to the youngest one's room and I jump on to his bed and then I tackle him.  We have
so much fun. Then we go on with our day. I bet we’d have so much fun at the house on the bluff all day every day

The best times I ever had with my family was when we all used to cuddle up on the couch and watch a
show or a movie. We don't do that any more because we got a new couch. We used to be able to sleep on the old
couch. Still we get along real well. We’d probably get to cuddle even more at the house on the bluff.

Where I come from, the joke master was my name. I’m so good at telling jokes I’ll crack you up like an egg
right now. Ready, what's black, white and red all over… a newspaper. See, I bet you're laughing so hard right now
that you can’t even stop reading this story. Don’t take it personally, that  joke makes everybody laugh.

I like to help around the house, like when my family loads the dishwasher I like to pitch in and lick all the
silverware. I also defend them from any and all imposters like the one that keeps coming back, it makes this v�o��
v�o�� noise and I think it cleans the floor, but I don’t trust it.

You  know I would rather stay at my house than on the bluff, because here I get to be with my family.
Nol��� �om� oh! That's my owners calling, bye.

Gavin Kropp, Byron

“Hi” my name is Tucker. I have a little brother named Duke. Our owner Max can understand our bark
and what we are saying to him. My brother and I team up on our owner Max everytime he tries to take us
into the car because he usually takes us to the vet.

“Help!” cried Duke “Max is trying to take me to the vet.”
“I’m not trying to take you to the vet. I’m trying to take you on a walk.”  said Max. “Can I come?” I cried.
“No, you can’t come yet. You can after Duke because we only have one leash.”  said Max. Max and Duke
left me alone. I sat and waited for them to come back home.

When Max and Duke came home I was waiting at the door. Max asked me if I wanted to go next. I
said, “Yes! I want to go!” Happily, I ran to the front door. Max put the leash on and we left for our walk, but
instead of the sidewalk Max tricked me and pulled me to the car! “He is taking me to the vet!” I barked.
Once I was in the car, Max went inside to get Duke. When Duke saw me in the car he tried to runway.
After a long battle that lasted one hour, Duke finally gave up. Off to the vet we went.

The vet wasn’t that bad afterall. At the vet, the vet weighed us. Surprisingly, Duke was heavier than
me even though he’s only two years old and I’m six! I didn’t like the shiny table or the thing they stuck in
my ear but I did like tasty treats before we left.

The ride home was crazy because Duke saw geese at the park. He jumped out of the car to chase
the geese. Max had to pull over the car and chase Duke. After another hour of battle, we were on our
way home. That night we were so tired and Max fell asleep before us!
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A Dog Named Birkley
Rory Ginder, Triton

Hi, my name is Birkley, but you can call me Birk for short. I live in a big city in California. Life can be crazy
if you're a small Yorkshire Terrier in a big city. Anyways, now let's get to my story. My owners' names are Lily and
John, they both leave every day just to earn some money. I think everything should be free! But today while they
were eating their food John spilt all of his food on the walls. “Oh no!” Lily cried.  “Not again John.” But of course
she cleaned it up before I could clean it up for myself. After she cleaned it up they put their plates in a magical
thing that makes them clean, after that they left. I was going to go to my bed until I smelt some food. So of course I
looked around the house until I came up to the wall where John spilt all his food. It smelled so good that I decided I
might as well eat. As soon as I was done I decided now might be a good time to take that nap. A few hours later I
woke up hearing Lily and John talking, but I wanted to listen so I pretended like I was still sleeping. “Now we’re
going to have to work extra to pay this off.” Lily said. “I know I know.” John said. “ I think he gets lonely sometimes,
should we buy another dog?” Lily added. “No” John yelled, “we can't afford it!” Then all of a sudden I felt a fart
coming on. Next thing I know John and Lily are looking at me in disgust. Then I got a whiff of it myself, it smelt like
John's homemade lasagna. “We should probably take him for a walk.” said Lily in disgust. “Yea, I agree.” John
said. After they took me on a walk I fell back to sleep. The next morning there was a stranger doing something to
the wall. I tried barking at him to make this guy leave but I don’t think he agreed with me. When he was done my
parents gave him money. I started barking more, why would they give money to a stranger, he probably is a
criminal! As soon as he left my parents gave me a tummy rub then left. There I sit, alone thinking why would they
always leave me. Yea, maybe sometimes I stink up the house or eat the walls but that doesn't mean i’m horrible.
The next thing I know my parents walk through the door holding a wrinkly dog. I jump up and down. I'm so excited,
I finally have someone to play with! We quickly become best friends. Now all is well, I'm not lonely, and now my
parents let me eat the food off the walls now. All is well and life is great.

Some Time With Alice
Danielle Gray, Pine Island

A fabulous white and black furred cat entered the room. That’s me. Alice. The name my humans gave me.
It doesn’t exactly… fit my elegance, but I suppose it does the job. I have white paws, and a white bit of fur
underneath my chin. The female human says I’m named after Alice in Wonderland, an old movie made by some
dirty bipedal mouse.

I’m not the only non-human in this household. There’s the mangy mutt named Zelda, and a fellow feline
who was dubbed ‘Arthur’. The humans declawed him when he was a kitten, and I almost met the same fate.
Luckily, I still have my claws, and I keep them in tip-top condition. Scratching the couches is an enjoyable pastime
of mine, but the humans do not like it. I often wonder why.

Sometimes, the humans let me outside. I don’t usually care for the world outside my home, but they usually
forget about me and leave me in the cold, dark night all alone. Sitting by the door and meowing might not seem like
the best way to get their attention, but it’s the best that I can do to be let inside. Around half-after-sundown, the
smallest human usually notices my absence and allows me entry. Said human is the most tolerable of the four that
live there. There’s the old one, the couple, and the child. The child and I are around the same age, 11-13 years, and
we grew up together. Naturally, I matured faster than them.

The small human enjoys making and sleeping in caves, be it under their nest, in the couch-room, or even in
the food territory. Not that I’m complaining about that, I get both warmth and a comfortable area. At the moment,
they’re sleeping under their nest. It’s not the first time they’ve done this, but this time, the nest has moved. It’s near
the seeing-hole.

Surprisingly, for a feline as regal as me, my life is exceptionally uneventful. Nothing interesting happens
anymore. Except for today. Today’s the day the small human goes back to a prison called ‘school’ again. Apparently
they were on ‘fall break’, which is why I got 7 days worth of affection. That’s 5 days more than normal. I stood on
the fluffy carpet, a poor replacement for me, and layed down. The small human was laying half out of their cave and
they caressed my ear sadly.

They left. I’m still on the rug, so I’ve decided to sleep. Goodnight.
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Dear Human Family
Isha Chandra, Byron

As the puppy Tobi lay in bed, dri�ing off to sleep, a dream took place in his mind. In this dream, he was writing a letter
to his human �amily. Why was he doing that? He couldn’t tell, since you can never explain most dreams. �is is what
the letter read:

Dear human family,

Even though you are an incredibly loving family, I have a few complaints. First of all, my name is not
“Tobi.” Okay, maybe it is, but I prefer to go by my full name, Tobi Wan Kenobi, named a�er the noble
warrior ‘Obi-Wan Kenobi’ from Star Wars, which was given to me by… let me think - you. Why can’t you use
the name you gave me?

Second, you disrupt my beauty sleep! On weekends, my napping schedule turns upside down. You forget
to take me on a walk in the mornings and stay in bed way longer than you need to. You whip out that metal
monster of yours, which mercilessly sucks in anything standing in its path. �en, you leave me alone at home
at random intervals throughout the day! Ever heard of staying at home and relaxing? Instead, you go out,
totally forgetting about me.

Now, I love you guys, but you have to understand that when it comes to Halloween, please don’t dress me
up! Last year, I was a lion. A lion! What gives you the right to change my species?!

Now, I’ve seen you all have conversations with your friends - so why can’t I? When I try to greet that
other dog down the street, why do you pull me away, like I’m doing something wrong? Can’t I have friends? I
know you can’t understand me, but at least try? I love you guys, but could you think about changing these
few things I hate?

- Tobi Wan Kenobi

As Tobi awoke, he did not know why he was writing the letter in the first place. �en again, it was an unexplainable
dream. As Tobi was a dog, and a very lazy one at tha�, he dri�ed off to sleep once again, this time free of dreams.

Chase The Hero
Zoe Coleman, Byron

CRASH! What was that? Oh hi. I’m Chase and something just happened.I think a plane just crashed
into the North Tower! BAM! Now the South Tower got hit by a plane! I think we are under attack…I have
to do something about this. I am going inside the building to help some innocent people. Now I need to
run up the stairs. PEOPLE! I am going to help them. Follow me!  They see me and they are coming .

Firefighters are coming to help them. They don’t understand me,so I point my head at the firefighters and
they go with them. I see an older man and he needs help so I run over. He can stand up so I help him go

to the stairs and that’s when the firefighters help him out. There is no one else up here so I run down
stairs. When I was running I heard a big BOOM.  The North Tower fell . I am running so fast. I am out of
the s South Tower right in time because the South Tower is collapsing. I tried to save as many people as

I could but there were a lot of people. I hope my family is okay . I see my owner! She runs to me and
gives me a big hug. l lick her. She says she loves me  and I love her. I am glad she is okay. She is so
proud of me for helping people. The old man comes over to me and says, “Thank you. You saved me

and I could never thank you enough. You are a hero! I started to lick his leg and he laughs and smiles .
People think I am a hero now .
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Olivia O’Brien, Byron

Hi, I’m Daisy and treats are my favorite. WOW! These treats must have fallen from the top of the
fridge. This is the best day of my life! Anyways, I’m Daisy. I get off topic a lot, but I’m really nice and also
a little bit crazy. I love treats, as you can tell. I also talk a little bit too much, well maybe I talk too much.
I'm a puppy, and all of my neighbors love me. “Daisy, did you make this mess?” That’s my owner Olivia.
She doesn’t know I talk, but she knows I’m a little stinker.

“Daisy, now I have to clean this all up!” Anyways I have to figure out a way to get more treats!
Ding, there goes a notification on Olivia’s phone. I better go check it out! OMG! A treat eating contest!
I've got to figure out how to enter this! But I don’t know how. Oh no! I have to enter in a week so I have to
figure out how to get a hold of Olivia’s phone. I will try to jump. Dang it, I missed it. Oh no she’s coming!
Phew, that was a close call, she almost caught me. It sounds like Olivia is talking to her friend. I’m going
to follow her and wait until she’s done.

“Daisy, what are you doing here?” NO! I was so close. Ok I’m going to try this again. Why did she
take me downstairs? Alright I’m back up in her room. Yay she left her phone on the bed. Now I can jump
up and get it ! I need to answer all the questions for the contest. Breed: Mini Goldendoodle. Name: Daisy.
Age: 2.5 years old. Favorite kind of treat: peanut butter milk bone. Favorite thing about your dog: Hmm,
How can I make this sound like it’s coming from my owner, Olivia? I’ve got it! Wait, how do you spell I
again? My favorite thing about Daisy is her cuteness. There, I am done! Yay, I've finally entered! I was
not expecting that much work. Wait, how am I going to get to the contest? That puts me in a pickle but I
will have to figure that out later. I’m going to bed now. It’s been a long day.

I have to get up early tomorrow to think of a plan to get to the contest. Last night I heard Olivia
saying that she is going out to eat with some of her friends for lunch. Maybe I could find a way to hop in
the back of her car without her noticing?  It’s 10:00 now so I have about two hours to make my move.  I’m
going to stick with my plan and head outside now. BOING!  Phew, I made it into the car safely. Now I just
need to wait for Olivia to get into the car and hope she doesn’t notice me.

Here we go, it is 7 minutes until we get to the contest spot. Olivia’s window is open so it is perfect.
I can see my chance to jump out of the window.  I see a stop sign. Here I go! Jump! I’m free! I have to get
into the building because the competition starts in 20 minutes. I’m so excited! Yes, I can see peanut
butter milk bones in my future.

Three, two , one….Go. The contest is starting. I am eating as fast as I can! I think I am winning. I
will get an entire year's supply of milk bones and scooby snacks if I am the winner. I can hear the
announcer now. He says that Daisy is in first place and Charlie is a close second. Did he say “Daisy?”.
That is me!.  I need to eat faster so I can win. Chomp, Chomp!
“Charlie has now taken the lead,” said the announcer. There are only 2 minutes remaining in the contest.
I hope I can eat faster and regain the lead. Buzz!!!! The contest buzzer just went off and the helpers are
taking the bowls away from us now. “It looks like Charlie has won,” said the announcer. “We will need to
look at the replay to be sure”. I hope I didn’t sneak down to this contest for nothing. “The winner by 1 milk
bone is Daisy”!  Did I just hear my name? Daisy is the winner?  Yippee, I won! “Congratulations to all the
doggies in the contest,” said the announcer. “Thanks for coming down and participating”.

I can’t believe I just won the contest! Woo Hoo! My prize will be delivered next week. I have to get
running so I can beat Olivia home before she finds out I am missing. I need to let my tummy rest. This
was the best week of my life! I have a whole year of treats coming to my house!  How will I explain this to
Olivia? I’ll figure that out next week. She might be really surprised that I can talk. Life is good!
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The UPS and Chloe
Hannah Engelmann, Pine Island

Hi, I’m Chloe the dog I’m about to tell you about my relationship with, The Mailman
on a Saturday afternoon, I  was sitting inside on my beanbag. I got up and walked over to my

owner who bent down to pet me. I let her for a while, but then I had enough. I looked at her then ran
away. I feel I need to tell her when to stop. I just can’t spoil myself.  “I’m so hungry,” I thought to myself “ if
I could just tell them…”. I heard footsteps. It’s my owner, she’s coming to get something! I can whine a lot
it will annoy her so much that she’ll feed me! That’s such a good idea! I started whining. She told me I
was outside a little bit ago but that was like an hour ago. Anyway, I don’t want to go outside yet because
I’m hungry and I  want food. At that I barked at her I walked to my food bowl. She finally understood she
went to the pantry and poured me some food. I ate a few bites then walked away. I sat back down on my
beanbag. I started thinking about the UPS and how they come up drop something and then leave, very
suspicious. Thud, crash! It sounded as if there were Rinos thudding down the stairs! “Go get your shoes
on,” someone said. I leaped off the beanbag and ran to the door as happy as a clam. We all went outside
I ran out the sun greeted me with a smile then went to play hide and seek with the clouds. I walked
around. A few minutes later the UPS pulled up into my driveway. I just know he’s plotting to steal my dog
food, I barked at him my owners held me back. He dropped off the package then drove away. They let go
I ran to the package there on top was a little green dog treat I ate it, It was delicious! And from then on I
decided that I would trust him, untell FedEx came.

Honorable Mention Compositions

Division II (Grades 7 and 8)
Strings: An attempt in passive voice

Kcin Siegele, Kasson-Mantorville

A person, I am not one. A person is something I wish to be, but a person I cannot be.
A feline is who I am and I feline I will stay, despite my dreams. The bed of people is what I sleep on, not
my own. I wish to be a person so that one day I will not have a bed I borrow, but I bed I own. The food I
eat will be made and prepared by me. Everyday, my clothes will be put on by me, instead of my person
dressing me in my tie and hat. The floorboards underneath me will creak instead them being silent below
my little paws. My voice will be loud and something to hear instead of just senseless cat meowing and
screeching.
But, the couch that is sat on is much more cushy as a cat than I assume it would be as a person. My
body is cleaned much more comfortably by me than by my human. And most of all, it’s nice not having to
do anything for anyone ever.
Being a cat is nice, but being a person seems better. The feeling of being able to pick and choose
according to my outspoken and inner preferences is an enigma. The simple thought of being able to
choose what food to eat, what clothes to wear, and possibly even what to watch on the television.
But maybe, quite possibly, most certainly, being a cat is rather fine for the simple reason that everyday
when my person gets home, I’m fed, I’m loved, and most importantly fed. So that my fair reader, is my
thoughts as a frisky frivolous foxy fantastic fair flamboyant flexible fabulous forthright fresh friendly funky
funny frantic facinorous feline.
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Where does Kevin keep going?
Wesley Peterson, Kasson-Mantorville

Again, my owner is leaving at exactly 6 o’clock. “Where does he even go for 8 hours every single
day?” I thought, and that is what I was about to figure out.

I’m lying in my bed like I normally do and my owner, Kevin, is about to leave. I’ve decided that
today I am going to follow him so I can know what he leaves me alone to do. He walks out the door and I
sneak through without him noticing. He gets in his car and starts to drive. I have to run pretty fast to be
able to follow him and not get seen. He gets into town and pulls into a parking lot next to a big building. I
can’t recognize the building but it does have a plus sign and a word I have never heard on it.

“What is a hospital?” I thought to myself. I walk up to the “hospital” and someone sees me and
walks towards me. My first instinct was to lay down but then I realised I should probably run. I ran in
circles around them until I saw the hospital door open and I sprinted in. I ran to the left of the building and
slid through a cracked open door. I saw a bed and quickly jumped onto it. I could feel someone in the bed
and thought it was Kevin. I started to sniff him when all of a sudden he sneezed. I was so frightened I
didn’t know what to do. The person that sneezed started to push me away so I ran out of the room and
started looking for Kevin. I couldn’t find him so I started to head home. I got home and laid down in my
bed. Kevin came home 15 minutes later, saw me on my bed and asked me, “Have you moved at all
today?”

A day in the life of a cat
Jayden Siebenaler, Kasson-Mantorville

I woke up, super tired, around 9pm, from one of my many naps that I had this evening. I get up, and
stretch. It is dark out, and my humans are in their rooms. It is quiet and slightly cold. My adventures
begin, I head upstairs to spectate from the window. Humans are so weird, They always leave for a long
amount of time, don't they need naps? As I am watching from the window, I see cars going by. Nothing
special. I hear crickets in the darkness of the night. But then, I see a bug land on the window, I pounce,
but then realize, it's a window. As I’m getting tired of looking out the window, I soon head back to sleep.

Once again, I woke up. It is bright outside now. I notice it is super quiet, so my humans must be gone. I
go over to my feeding dish, grab some breakfast, and then get a drink. I go back to the window, and
spectate the world. I see lots of birds, and really wish I could go hunt them. It is a very calm, peaceful
morning. My humans have these fish in a tank, so I decide to go watch the fish. Fish sound good right
about now, but unfortunately, they are sealed in there. I paw at the tank, wishing I could snack on them. I
am bored, so I decided to run around the house. VROOOOOMMMM. And once again, I am tired. This
time, I go to my human’s room, and snuggle up on their bed. I like this room because it smells like my
humans. And their you have it, the boring life of a cat, summed up in one day, it's a repeating cycle, now
let me get back to my nap!
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A Not So Pawsome Day at Home
Cooper Bebee, Kasson-Mantorville

I woke up this morning and my humans were getting ready for  something. I'm not sure what
they were getting ready for but they kept giving me hugs, which I loved and then they rushed out
the door. I saw two of them get in a big yellow box and the other two got in the car. They were
going on a car ride without me, So unfair. It was just my little sister and I at the house now. I told
her “Hey Bella wanna play tug-o- war?”. She said yes because it is her favorite game. When we
were done we took a nap. I woke up first, So i went over to Bella and drooled all over her face.
She didn't think it was very funny and she bit my leg. We saw the mailman come and we started
barking at him from the window. He looked kinda scared, even though all I wanted was one of
his treats he usually gives us. I had to go to the bathroom so badly and then I finally just went on
the floor. But then the Roomba started up and went right over top of my pile and smeared it like
butter on toast. I knew I was going to be in big trouble, So I tried cleaning it up with my paws but
it just got smeared even more and I started tracking it all over the house. My humans got home
and yelled at me. I tried saying I was sorry but they couldn't understand me. They cleaned it up
and then at the end of the day I am pretty sure they accepted my apology because they took me
on a car ride. I stuck my head out the window and let my tongue fly through the wind.

The Day In The Life Of Shadow The Dog
Derek Bollum, Kasson-Mantorville

Hi, my name is Shadow. I am a black labrador retriever. I live with a family of humans. I had a
brother dog named Butch who was a yellow labrador retreiver, but he died a few years back. In the
family of humans, there is Dad, Mom, Dakota, Danielle, and Derek. My favorite is Dakota but he left a
few years ago and haven’t seen him since. The humans said he is at an airforce base, but I don’t know
what that is.

Anyway, my life is pretty simple. I wake up every morning and there is food in my bowl so I eat it.
I think Dad fills it up. Anyway, after that I get let outside in the backyard for a little outside time. But I
can also go in the garage to get food and water. At around the middle of the day, Mom comes home from
work for her lunch break and lets me back in. I then take a nap usually in the living room and wait until
3:00 when Danielle and Derek come home from school. I think Danielle is 15, and Derek is 13. Also I think
Dakota is 21.

Anyway, when Derek gets home, he pets me and Danielle just goes down to her room. Then, Dad
comes home a little after and puts more food in my bowl, plays ball with me for a little bit, and then he
gives me a dog treat when we’re done. When Mom comes home, they start to make supper. When
everyone starts eating I start begging for food because it smells so good and I just want to eat it. After
about five minutes of begging, Dad usually gets mad and tells me to go lay down in the living room. After
that, I go out to the garage with my dad and he watches his shows and pets me too. Then, when Dad goes
into the house to go to sleep I fall asleep in my very comfortable kennel.
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The word
Jenai Sandstrom, Kasson-Mantorville

Oh no. Every pet knows that word. The cursed word. The hated word. Why my owner put me in
my miny kennel makes sense now. We are going to the vet.

It started out like any other morning. Wake up. Jump on my owner. Eat food. But then things
started to change. I was put in my tiny kennel. Then into the car. Now we are at the cursed place. Baths.
Shots. All the most terrible things in the world, all in one place. The lady with the needle is scary. She is
all white. Her coat, shirt, and shoes. The shoes look like a nice treat. Maybe later. Now is the time to run
away. Get out. Leave the evil place. Why did my owner, my bestest friend, bring me here? Does he want
me dead? Is it because of the slippers? I can change! I will change! I will do everything the evil lady says!
And I won’t eat her shoes! Just let my owner love me again.

The needle. It’s getting closer. And closer. And closer. Why me? What did I do? Why am I going
to die? Do I deserve it? Is it my time? Will I be okay? Will he still be…

Huh?!? I’m alive?! Wait, the evil lady is gone! The world is okay again! The evil place is gone!
Wait. My owner is talking. Vet. Vet. Vet. Why is my owner still saying the cursed word? I barely made it
out. But we are home now. I will take a nap. Then maybe he will stop saying the cursed word.

He is still saying the cursed word! What is wrong with him? The evil lady is on my couch? What is
going on? They are talking a lot. My owner must be under a curse. Corse the evil, evil word. Vet.

A Day In The Life of My Dog
Griffin Grover, Kasson-Mantorville

I woke up to the sound of my human opening the door to my kennel, he let me outside to
play and go pee. Once I was done with that he let me go inside and I played with him, we were
wrestling when he was called to go eat. He filled up my food dish and water dish and put me in
there so i could eat. Once we were done eating he let me back outside. Once I was outside I
bolted to the spot where I found the squirrel yesterday but I couldn't find it.

Later that day I was playing fetch with my human when I saw a deer in the distance, I
was gonna chase it but my human called me back. He put me back in my kennel and called me
a bad boy. I don't like making my human mad but sometimes I want to play with the deer. He
soon let me out and left in the weird thing they call a car. I decided to go into the woods and
explore.

Once I was in the woods I drank water from the little stream and tried looking for any
deer. I found a stick and started chewing on it, as i was chewing on it I saw a Squirrel! I took off
like a bolt of lightning and started chasing it, I got inches away from it when I dove for it. I had a
bunch of hair in my mouth but no squirrel. It must've climbed a tree while I was on the ground,
I’ll make sure I can get him next time. I heard my human’s car come down the driveway and I
ran towards him. I ate my food and went to bed.
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My life as a lizard
Ella Aarsvold, Kasson-Mantorville

So here's how it is, my humans are weird. Not in the way that you would think that they would be,
like they don’t eat crickets, they have these odd fuzzy things that they like to hide under. No way it is
worse than that. One, my name is George, that is the name my mom gave me when I was born but the
humans call me Izach. Two, they put me in this thing that I keep thinking that I can get out of but there is
this strange force field around my home and I can’t see it. Three, almost every single day when I'm trying
to take a nap they come down from above and snatch me right out of my home! Then they take me to
this strange place with a large white water thing that is connected to the ground. It has this flappy silver
thing the humans use to push away this yellow water. Next to the white water thing there is this bowl with
a hole in the bottom and a silver arm up above me. The silver arm rains down on me and my humans put
another silver thing in the hole and the whole bowl fills up with water.

I always wonder why they like silver things so much? I don't understand what is appealing to
them about silver.After this bowl fills up with water they have the nerve to stick me in it! I think they like to
torture me because then after tring to drown me, they scrub me with this bubbly white stuff. It hurts when
they get it in my eyes and when they are touching my tail. Why are they scrubbing so hard, like what are
they trying to do, rub my scales off so they can keep them? Anyways after they scrub the life out of me,
they wrap me in this scratchy rubbing thing making me dry. What kind of sorcery is it? Then they brought
me back home. I’ll never understand what’s appealing to them about this

The Colony
Cora Gillard, Kasson-Mantorville

I was always discontented with my life in the glass box in which I’ve lived for two years. I’m an ant who
lived in a colony at a zoo. It was a peaceful, simple, boring life. Every day we were pampered by the zoo
employees while children gawked at us through the glass that was always kept clean. I remember talking to a
wild ant who found her way into the zoo.

“How do you live like that?” she asked
“What do you mean?” I responded “Like what?”
“Cooped up in a case. Have you ever been outside?”
“I haven’t. We have everything we need here. It would be stupid to leave” I defended myself.
“Suit yourself, I guess.” She said and went on working.
Although I knew I shouldn’t, I kept thinking back to that encounter. She seemed full of purpose. She

had jobs to do, a Queen to support. Her life was in stark contrast to the cushy life I led.

Later, a fitful child entered the zoo. He was screaming and crying while his parents tried desperately to
calm him down. They gave him a toy, which he hurled at our enclosure. The glass shattered and I saw the
opportunity to escape the tedious routine that was carried out daily. I made my way to the crack in the glass,
when Peter, another worker ant in my colony stopped me.

“What are you doing?” he demanded
“Leaving. Do you want to come with?”
“Of course not! The Queen needs us!” He exclaimed. That’s when I remembered, I can’t leave without

my Queen! I rushed to her cave where she was yelling orders.
“My Queen! I have to talk with you!’ I yelled.
“What do you need?”
“We must escape! The whole in the glass is the perfect opportunity. If you go, everyone will follow. We

can live a life of adventure!”
“That’s an amazing idea, young worker.” she said “Subjects! We march through the crack in the glass

now!”
The queen and I marched side by side through the whole, leading the colony behind us.
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A day in the life of a dog
Alexandra Akrapovic, Kasson-Mantorville

Around 6 in the morning everyday, me and my owners wake up. I personally love to sleep in
however my owners are way way too loud. They get ready for their eventful days, then leave. I’m always
super bored once they leave because I don’t have any siblings. Throughout the day, I do pretty much
everything I can think of.

I start off my day by eating my delicious breakfast, which is a cup of water and a bowl of dog food.
I’m pretty much stuffed after eating that much food, so I decide to go play in the backyard. My owners
have a big yard with a huge fence around it, so whenever I want to go play I can run free without a leash.
Once I’m all tired out, I go back inside and lay down in my white cozy bed with my favorite red teddy
bear. I end up accidentally falling asleep from all quietness in the house. I’m not used to it.

I wake up hungry and suddenly the bowl of treats look very delicious. They’re on the tallest table in
the house so I have to find a way to get to them. I attempt to jump on the couch but I fall over. I get a
running start and jump, and now I’m on the couch. I jump onto the table and knock off the bowl of treats
onto the floor. I have never been so excited! I take three bones and run to the backyard. I dig holes for
my bones. I realize I’m now brown, muddy, and have dirt all over me.

I hear something coming from the house....my owners are home. They come outside to find me and
see that I’m muddy. Unfortunately, I have to take a bath now. My owners take me inside for a warm bath.
By the end of the bath, I’m super tired and ready to go back to bed. Tomorrow is a new day, I have to
make sure I’m ready for whatever it holds.

My life as a golden retriever
Ashlyn Berge, Kasson-Mantorville

I usually have a normal day at home but today was different. The birds would come up to the
window and sing, the squirrels were running around the yard and the grass looked a little

greener today. I started today by saying goodbye to my human as she left for work. After she left
I decided to go lay down on my favorite bed and that's when I heard the birds chirping outside
the window. So of course I had to go check it out and when I was over there I saw the squirrels

going crazy all over the bright green grass. At this point life couldn't get any better until I saw the
mailman. Everyday he brings me the most delicious treats and everyday I show him my biggest
and brightest smile. By the way, the mailman gives out the best treats, just don't tell my human
because I think it might make her sad. Maybe when my human gets home we will go outside for

a walk, or maybe play fetch, or snuggle up on the couch and watch my favorite movie. I just
know that when my human gets home the day will just get even better. After the mailman had

left I decided to hang out with my all time favorite stuffed animal, his name is ted which is short
for teddy graham. But no matter what I'm doing I can't stop thinking about my human, I miss her

when she's gone because I just get so lonely. When she gets home I am going to tell her
everything and she's going to love it all. Maybe she’ll tell me about how amazing her day at work

was. All I'm going to say is that my life is pretty amazing.
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The Tale of Marley the Cat
Lucas Zahn, Kasson-Mantorville

The year is 2020, I huddle back in my cage as people in masks try to pet me. After a long day
people were finally beginning to leave. 4 people then entered. Immediately two of the smallest
went up to my cage.
“That's the one” said the boy with blonde hair. My caretaker opened the cage door and handed
me to the boy, he softly put me in a animale  carrier. We left the store and began driving, where
to? I don't know. All the humans are talking about are possible names for me. As the car pulls in
they finally decided on a name, ‘Marley’. I liked that name, I liked these people. They gave me
good food and water, and even some treats. But I don't know what they want from me. I hid
under beds for about 2 days, only leaving once and a while for bathroom and snack breaks. I
seemed to go mostly unnoticed, only being seen once. These humans seemed to like trying to
find me, I had to keep upping my game in hiding spots. But then something happened. It was a
late night and the humans were watching their show on T.V. And the blonde boy got up and
flipped a switch. And like magic, a roaring fire appeared. I approached it, curiosity may kill the
cat, but satisfaction brought it back. As I get closer and closer, I notice a very big change in the
warmth. It seems like the fire is heating a curtain area. So I lay down next to it and the warmth
makes me fall asleep. That was the best sleep I ever got, not just that, but that was the night I
realized, this is home, this is my family.
The End

The secret life of Loki
Brynlee Schwanke, Kasson-Mantorville

Hi my name is Loki and I’m a pomsky(Husky and a pomeranian)I had just woken up a little bit
ago but my owner still isn’t up so now I’m just sitting by her door whining until she wakes up. Oh,
how I wish I was able to read the time so then when my owner wakes up I can bark at her and
tell her how late she woke up. I think I hear something...It’s her it’s my owner she finally is
awake oh I’m so happy right now I could just howl and bark all morning!
Well that was a bad choice. She seems very mad now and she yelled at my dad saying it was

only 5 in the morning but I don't know that seems pretty late to me, she is just lazy she always
gets up so late and she always blames it on me! Finally, she let me outside. Now I can do my
morning routine which consists of using the bathroom and barking at the homeless cat that lives
outside. Oh, and the neighbor dogs can't forget about those gals. Wait, I think I hear something.
Oh my god, it's my owner. She's pouring my food into my bowl. I must get inside before my evil
brother and sister steal my food! Now I ran into the door and my nose hurts really bad now…
She let me in! She let me in! But now she’s mad at me again for growling at my sister:( but on
the bright side, she made her coffee that just means it’s my time to bust out the puppy eyes and
cuddle her to death until she lets me drink her coffee.

*15 minutes later*
Finally, she’s done with her coffee which means she’s gonna let me have the rest! Oh boy, it
sure is yummy! And now that I’m done I can take my long nap.
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My dogs life
Collin Beliveau, Kasson-Mantorville

Hi, I'm Lola. I'm a black lab mixed with Aqeta. I live with my human mom, dad and my two
human brothers but I love my human younger brother the most. He lets me sleep in his room on

his bed and he even takes me on walks. But recently he's been leaving me home by myself
(how Rude) early in the morning, and he doesn't come back for hours. But every morning when

he is about to leave to go wherever he goes he gives me hugs and kisses and he gives me
water and food and sometimes if i'm lucky he will give me treats. When he leaves, typically I will
go lay on the couch and sleep for about an hour and a half then I'll get up, stretch my legs and
other stuff out and then I'll drink my water and eat my food. Then depending how I feel I will go
lay down and sleep till my boy comes home or I'll just run around the house and play with my
toys. When my boy gets home I greet him at the door with bunches of kisses and he will hug
me, let me outside and then sometimes he has to leave and he brings a big bag with him and

this stick that i want but he doesn't let me have. When my mom comes home she normally goes
and sits on the couch for a little bit and gives me snuggles and sometimes she will take me on a
walk while I wait for everyone else to come home . After our walk she starts to cook dinner and
everyone shows up and it always smells so good and I want some but… no one ever gives me
any, not even my boy. But once we all eat and take showers it's time for bed. So my boy lets me

get up in his bed and we both go to sleep.
Good night

Chonk’s Life
Leila Galloway, Kasson-Mantorville

This is a story about Chonk the squirrel and his life in Birmingham Alabama. Chonk is a pretty nutty
squirrel, he loves to eat a lot and run around town pretending to be a human. One day he was just
running around when he saw something shiny out on the sidewalk.

I have to go up to that, I'm a squirrel. It's my instinct to steal shiny things right? When I went up to it
you'll never guess what it was. It was a gold necklace! I picked it up and took it to my friend in the alley,
Gus. Gus used to work at the squirrel pawn shop but he's retired now so he could tell me if the gold was
real or not. It was pure gold! Me, Chonk who's never had anything fancy before just found a pure gold
necklace! I couldn’t show anyone because you never know how crazy someone could get over money.
The next day I took it to my tree and dug a hole under my bed then put the necklace in there. When I
came back to my tree after a day of running around town it was gone… The only person I told was Gus
so I talked to him first. I've known him for a while so I can tell when he lies. He was definitely lying. I'm a
squirrel and I have no reason to need money so I just let him keep the necklace. I went back to my tree
and just stared at the trunk for a few hours. It's actually a really fun thing to do when you're bored. I
went to the park in town to look for walnuts. As soon as I walked up to a tree there were like hundreds of
walnuts everywhere! I tried to carry as many nuts home as possible but Ive got short stubby arms so I
couldn't carry that many. As I was walking back to my tree I drifted off to lala land and suddenly heard a
loud honk and then BAM! Everything went dark and it felt like I was floating. That was the day that my
life ended. Now I'm in heaven with all the walnuts I could dream of.
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A Story of a dog’s perspective
Quinn Weis, Kasson-Mantorville

The big yellow ball is finally coming up and it is now getting light out. I go to my owner's room and
lick his face till he wakes up. He doesn't like it when I do that. We go to the food room and he fills

my dish with water and the most disgusting food ever, that i eat every morning. I would much
rather go chew on a deer leg or chase down a bunny, but instead I have to eat these dry little
pebbles. I eat them anyway because I am so hungry. Then I sit by the door and he takes me

outside. I go by the tree and do my morning routine. My owner yells at me to come inside. I hate
this time of day because he disappears in the distance in his big red machine. I am all alone at

home now. I try to be good but I am just so bored I try to see what the couch tastes like and all of
a sudden I just started shredding the thing. There is this white fluff in the everywhere and i am

having a blast

A few hours later my owner awakes me from my nap as he is yelling and obviously mad at something.
Then I finally realize, he is yelling at me. What did I do wrong? Why is he so mad? Well apparently the
couch is an important thing of his i wasn't supposed to chew on it or make the white fluff fly. My owner

later gets a new one and I am not allowed to be in the same room as it, while he is away. Now I have to
stay outside under the deck the whole day! I guess its alright though because now I can go to the

bathroom whenever I want. And sometimes a bunny comes close and I have a little afternoon snack.

The Moon-lit Night
Nicholas Avikainen, Kasson-Mantorville

My family thinks I am sleeping but that's not true. I am lively and awake ready for my glamorous
adventure. I get up out of bed and look out into the night sky full of stars so bright they light up the old
wooden floor. I carefully walk across the floor making sure I don't scratch them with my nails. The door,
oh no the door I have to open somehow without making noise. I try my best to jump up and with my paws
hit the handle on the door but all I do is a flop with a big thud. I catch with my good hearing someone is
up I scurry across the floor and back to my bed as I hear stepping down the stairs. If I get caught what
will they think of me, a bad dog, a nuisance, a stary? I see my owner walking towards me as I start to
get scared but then happy. My tail starts to wag and I get up. He pets me and rubs my ears. He walks
back upstairs and I wait and wait.

I get up and this time successfully open the door. I run out into the dark street and I know I'm late. I'm late
to the neighborhood nightly meeting of all the pets. I go because I get to see and play with all my friends
and eat all the dog food they have for me. I am running down to the bottom of the wooded hill and then I
see it. Nothing is here, everyone is gone!

I sniff the air and smell no trace of anyone like no one was ever here. I look with a jolt to my left as I hear
a twig break. I am scared so I run home so slowly that time melts and all my friends come to life in a new
reality. I am the creator of this new realm and I control everything. This Is my truth and my way to
becoming an all-powerful puppy.

I woke up in sweat…
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Letters from Carmel
Teal Nash, Kasson-Mantorville

Dear Human,

Hello, it's your cat, Carmel. I have written you this letter to tell you that some of the other cats have been stealing

catnip from the treat box. Now, I'm not saying names of these cats, but Butter (that terrifying child) seems to be much more

frisky than usual. I hope you do find out who the culprit is soon, because I don't know if I can stand by and watch these

crimes happen without breaking my vow of silence to them. Also can you tell your brother to stop putting catnip in our food,

it's quite annoying.

Your friend and pet,

Carmel
Dear Human,

Hello, it’s me Carmel once more. It seems like you’ve found the culprit behind those crimes, I congratulate you. Now,

there are some things that should be noted for example, can you please tell your parents to stop squirting us with the water gun,

it gets quite annoying to have to brush out my fur for the 80th time. Humans can be quite annoying can’t they? I mean it

does feel nice when you pet me but that's besides the point. Maybe if you do, we will bring you some presents! I hope you have

a nice trip to wherever you're going, and remember don't forget to feed us!

Your friend and pet,

Carmel
Dear Human,

I am writing this letter to tell you that I will be going out on a journey for about a month, so please do not think

of me as dead. Instead can you please leave some extra food outside so i can get some energy for this long and perilous

journey to the neighbor's house. It's quite a pretty place you know, catnip in the bushes, tomato plants to roam in, not many

cats to have to deal with, and so on. So in conclusion I think We need about 10 scoops of food.

Your friend and pet,

Carmel
My Extraordinary Daily Adventure

BrookLynn Mattick, Kasson-Mantorville

When the girls leave I whine, cry and howl as loud as possible hoping they will come back for me.
When they don’t I lay down and try to sleep. Kyla rudely wakes me up from my nap when she groans. I
get the impression that she wants to play with me so I grab my ball and jump around. She grumpily barks
at me so I give up. I walk over to my water dish that the girls forgot to fill up before they left and I dump
the rest of the water out, it was warm anyway. I get hungry for a snack so I go downstairs and look for
one, as always Debbie was dumb and left her door open. It must have been my lucky day because there
was a chapstick laying on her floor so I laid by it and enjoyed my mid-day snack. I got sick of snooping
around so I laid down and took the longest nap of my life. Yet again boredom struck so I chewed up
mom’s bills and some of her fall decorations. I was starting to get really thirsty and dad left the toilet seat
up so I took the chance while I had it.

About two hours have passed and I am really lonely. Kyla is old and isn’t up for play time. Sandy
is at grandma’s house, and nobody is home. Mom put something in the crockpot before she left and my
goodness it smells good. I try getting up onto the counter but I keep falling. Eventually I get up there but
the roast in the crockpot is covered and I can’t reach it. I jump down and come to the conclusion that it is
time for another nap. This one was a long one. It took so long that when Barbara got home I was still
sleeping and didn’t hear her come through the door. She fed me and filled up our water dish (after
cleaning up the mess I made) and brought me over to grandma’s so I could play fetch with my frisbee.
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Good Boy
Ainsley Calhoun, Kasson-Mantorville

My owner put on my harness with tears in his eyes. Why would he be sad? We’re going on a walk, that’s
gotta be one of the best things ever, next to getting treats. As we walk out the door, and to the car, I
realize we’re not going on our usual walk. Oh! Maybe we’re gonna go on a fun drive so we can go on a
hike by the lake. I love when we go by the lake, if I’m lucky my owner even lets me go in the water. I jump
in the car and go to sit on my owner's lap, he usually tells me to get in the back, but today’s different,
something's off. He instead lets me sit on his lap, and pets me while he continues to cry silently, “It’s ok
boy, this will be over soon.”. Oh no- this isn’t a walk I soon realize, we’re going to the vet. I don’t like the
vet, but checkups are needed and my owner always takes me to get a pup cup afterward. The car ride to
the vet takes a bit, considering we recently moved and haven’t had time to switch our vet yet. I’m fine
with this though because car rides are always enjoyable, I just wish my owner would stop crying, I’m the
one who’s going to the vet, he shouldn’t have to worry.
After a while, I realize we’re getting close, because I recognize certain smells, and my owner, it seems, is
crying even more now. I lick his face in hopes to raise his spirits. He smiles but stops after wiping tears
from his face. We arrive and get out of the car. As we walk into the building my owner looks at me and
says “You were a good boy, but you didn’t have to protect me from her, she was just the mail carrier.”,
and that’s when I finally realized why he’s sad, although we walked in here together, he’ll be leaving
alone.

Chicken
Mason Grenier, Kasson-Mantorville

This is the story of Gretel, the rooster’s inner voice

I just woke up, the people haven't let me out of my coop yet. Oh here they come now. Ah the cool
morning breeze, time to go find some bugs. I see a bug, but it's on the other side of this weird wall with
holes in it. I can't seem to get my head to fit through a hole so I can get the cricket. Lets see, are there
any other openings in this fence that I can fit through? Wait what's that sound? Is that another rooster?
Time to start WWIII! Charge!!! Um, the wall is in my way again, it appears we aren't starting WWIII today.
Anyways i saw a nice patch of grass over in the other corner, lets see if i can find it again, it looked like it
might have some crickets or some kind of bug in it. Hmm, it appears there are no bugs, the grass will
have to do as a snack. Oh my this grass tastes better than that other grass, i wonder if this is some kind
of supergrass. I feel stronger, I think I can bust through that wall with holes in it. Charge!! Ow, that didnt
work out very well, i bounced off the wall. I don't understand how Hansel can allow the people to pick her
up without getting mad at them, she is such a softie. The people brought some corn, it tastes so good.
Wait, is that a turkey? Oh my god there is a flock of turkeys walking this way. We must run. Hansel
already got to the coop, oh wait, i forgot about that wall. So I guess we are safe in here. Oh my god the
people are so loud, those big metal things that move them around are really loud and scary, the humans
are so lazy. Well it's time to go to sleep. Hansel is already asleep. Imma grab a quick bite to eat. The
corn is so good. Anyways, time to go to sleep. Have a goodnight.
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Familiar Days
Erin Allen, Kasson-Mantorville

My name’s Wren, and I’m a witches familiar! I’m a Raven, I’ve been passed down from witch to  witch for
centuries, which means I’ve seen a lot of stuff. My first witch, Synthia, managed to escape the colony

after being accused of witchcraft. Now you may not think being accused of witchcraft is that bad, but in
her day it was. You see almost all of the people accused of witchcraft in Salem were executed, even two

dogs were executed. Fast forwards a few hundred years, and here I am, currently helping my newest
witch Cassie. I was given to Cassie after their mother passed away, I had always liked Megan. I was
really hoping for a few more years with her, but there's not much you can do about it. Cassie’s quite

young, they’re only 17, which means they’re also new to witchcraft. One of my tasks as a familiar is to
help teach new witches. Today Cassie decided to go foraging in the woods across the street, my job is to
stop them from picking up anything that could possibly harm them. Certain mushrooms like puffballs are
fine to eat, as long as they’re white all the way through, others like the autumn skullcap are poisonous.

After we get back I help Cassie clean the stuff they found, it wasn’t much but, it’s getting closer to winter
so things are harder to find. Cassie managed to find some quartz in a stream, they had asked me to find

a place on the shelf for it.
***

Cassie told me that their girlfriend would be coming over later, so I had to make myself sparse, I don't
mind doing this, I just run out of things to do. Most of the time I find a nice tree, and take a nap. Once
Irene leaves I head back, I help Cassie make dinner, and light some candles. It’s around 7 and Cassie

does their homework for school, whatever that is. Most of the time when they’re at school, I stick around
the house and keep it safe from unwanted visitors. I don't do much most days, but I still enjoy it.

Pets Perspective
Maxon Hall, Kasson-Mantorville

Jones was a bunny who lived in New York City on the 5th level of an apartment complex. His two
owners, Mike and Linda both worked full time jobs in the city. Their one son, Matt, went to school all day.
It was a rainy day and as soon as the three of them left in the morning Jones jumped up out of his cage
and went over to the open window. It came out on fire exit stairs going all the way up and down the side
of the building. He watched and waited until his owners came out the door and got in a taxi cab. He
quickly ran down all the stairs until he reached the bottom. Suddenly he smelled something amazing. Hot
dogs!! He looked around and saw a hot dog cart just down the street. He took off in that direction. There
were a lot of people on the sidewalk so he decided to take the shoulder of the road. However it was
raining really hard so the side of the road was flooded but Jones didn't notice and jumped right into a
stream of water. It carried him down the side of the road right past the hot dog stand. He managed to
jump back up onto the sidewalk and he ran back towards the hot dog stand. He snuck into the door on
the bottom of the cart and stole a hot dog. He ate the whole thing before leaving. He ran back towards
his apartment and back up the fire exit and back through the open window. He went back over to his
cage and laid down. He laid there and slept for five hours until his owners came home. Matt came over to
him and picked him up. He noticed that Jones was filthy so he took him and cleaned him up. Jones may
have gotten dirty but it was definitely worth it to get a hot dog.

The End.
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Charlie’s Mission
Hayden Schauer, Kasson-Mantorville

The human is finally gone. I've been waiting all day for this. All I have to do is unlock the cage
that person puts me in. With the door open I'm free to do what I want. Such as my plan I've been
waiting for.

My plan is to wreak as much havoc as possible to show the person I bow down to no one. And
with the help of my prior knowledge of opening doors. This should be a smashing success. I
think I'll start with the bedroom.

After ripping the paper stuff covering the windows down and chewing the pillows and blankets
until they’re nothing but clothy husks. I'm ready to move onto the kitchen. I tried to get the giant
white box open but failed. I guess some of the human’s delicious food will have to be spared.
But their dishes won't be. And I'll flip a chair or two as well.

Next is the room they go potty in. I started with unrolling all of their weird paper stuff and
drinking the water they have in that giant bowl they never let me drink out of. Then I pooped in
the big glass box with a nozzle at the top. I also took the stick with a red thing at the bottom to
take with me.

I prepared myself for the next room. They have this weird furbal they keep in a cage as well. But
it's big, really big. I opened the door and made my way around the cage to the human’s shoes
they keep in the room. I was then able to exit the room without any troubles.

My crusade is coming to an end. All that's left is the big room in the middle of the house. But
then the human opened the front door. I hurried to chew apart a pillow or two. But the human
grabbed hold of me and put me in the moving piece of metal. Then he dropped me off in the
middle of nowhere and left. This might have been a mistake.

The Secret Life Of My Pet
Miles Bungum, Kasson-Mantorville

When I wake up from my deep slumber I see my boy. I see him getting ready for school. I always
hate it when he has to leave. When he leaves I go jump on the couch and take a nice long nap. When I
wake up I try to look for the cat. He is usually downstairs so that is where I go right away. I am looking

everywhere for him and can’t seem to find him. I get tired of looking and go take another nap.
I always wake up to this noise and I still can't figure out what it is. Then I hear the door. I run as

fast as I can and there standing in the doorway is my mom. When my mom walked in, here came the cat.
I got so excited and started to jump on my mom and try and get her attention to play with me. She never
actually grabs my toy and throws it though. She comes in and sits at the table and goes on her computer
to work. She ends up moving to the couch and watching a show. I miss my boy so much, I wish he was

here playing with me. I know that he has practice after school so I have to wait even more before he gets
home. I bet that he has a super fun time at school with his friends. My dad almost always picks up Miles

after practice. Sometimes mom has to though because dad has to work.
When my dad brings Miles home after practice he comes in and gives me a big hug. When my

dad sits down on the couch I jump up to him and nuzzle my nose into his neck. When we get ready for
bed Miles gets in bed first and then I jump up and lay by his feet. Then when I fall asleep I always have

an awesome sleep.
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Rocky’s Blurry World
Gabriel Domask, Kasson-Mantorville

Hey! My name’s Rocky. I'm an Australian shepherd, Lab mix. I'm a double merle dog making me
the cutest around. However my beauty comes with a price, I’m completely deaf and partially blind. I tend
to run into things a lot. My owners just left for the day so now it's just me and those funny looking fur
balls. I would so love to play with one but every time I do they open their mouth and spike up their tail. I
think they are just nervous to play because I'm so much bigger than them. After a few minutes of trying to
play with these strange creatures I venture downstairs. Here is where my real adventure begins. I found
this strange bowl-like object. It is all white and filled mostly with water. I am a little thirsty so i'll go take a
drink, I thought. As I approached the strange object I noticed it smelled like, well it just smelled. I didn't
really mind so I climbed up a ways to get a good long drink in from the bowl. I noticed a strange lever
object on the side of the object so I went to observe. I can't really tell how far away it is. My eyes are not
great at that kind of thing, and soon I feel a splash as my leg feels into the water. “All well” I thought as I
tried to reach the lever. I slip and push down the lever and as soon as I do the water in the bowl begins to
rise. I dont move hoping it will stop, but no it is now overflowing all over!

Quickly I consult with the furry creatures and as they begin to run I grab one. I carry it all the way
to the bathroom where its furry, fluffy coat quickly soaks up all the water. I finish just as the humans get
home and now I know what these creatures are called. Cats! That's what they are called, and the
humans sure want to know why they are all wet.

Day in the life of Hennifer
Allie Graunke, Kasson-Mantorville

I start off the day waking up on my perch. I hop down to get a bite to eat and a drink of
water. I see that none of my 13 other siblings are up yet, so I just wait. PB gets up, hops

down, eats a little, then chats about our night. She says that Henrietta (our least favorite
sibling) pecked at her all night! We haven't liked her since we cracked outta our eggs. Soon
enough everyone else hops down and we wait to be let out of the coop. I hear a knock on
the door and we all rush to be the first ones out. After we are all outside we roll around in
our dust baths and get all clean for the day. I notice PB going into the coop to lay her egg,

and I go in next. After I have gotten all of my “chores” done I decide to jump over the fence
and go for a walk. I see Henrietta under a pine tree, and I immediately run the opposite

way. She is just such a grump I can’t handle it! I hear PB squakin’ and hollering saying that
she laid her egg. Finally! It took her long enough! She soon jumps out and we head to the

neighbors garden to grab lunch. The peppers were perfectly ripened today! All of the
sudden I hear Jelly squawking and screaming about her egg she just layed. She is by far the
loudest chicken out of all of us. Me and PB head back to the coop and go in the shade. Soon

I see our owner coming out with the bucket. Food scraps, my favorite! Once we all fight
over those it starts to get dark. We head back to the coop for the night, then do it all over

again tomorrow.
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New Beginnings
Norah Ness, Kasson-Mantorville

I could tell today was a special day. I had never been treated this well in ages. This morning my
owner was looking extra gloomy,  We went on a drive anyway. I always enjoyed a nice car ride. We
stopped at the dog park first, and what a coincidence! All my favorite people were there, along with their
pets. They watched as I slowly made my way out of the car. I’ve  been like that lately. Something was
slowing me down. I just couldn't figure out what.

When I finally made my way out, I got lots of attention  from everyone there. We stayed at the
park for a while, but I was getting tired. When we left all the faces around me became grief stricken,
terribly sad that i was leaving, but i couldn't understand why.

We left the park a few minutes later, leaving for home. We had a feast for dinner, and I got ito help
eat it. That never happened. I felt like I could eat forever, but I was getting frowsier by the minute, so I
went over to my comfy bed to take a nap. The last thing I heard was my owner sniffling in the next room.

I woke up to my owner nudging me. We got in the car for the second time that day. I could tell
where we were going this time, and I was NOT excited. I watched out the window seeing  all the passing
cars. All the houses on this familiar route. I was getting old, and becoming more tired each day. I knew
what was coming, I knew why my owner was so sorrowful, but what could I do?

As we entered the vet clinic they brought us to a room. I was moved to a sleek whie countertop. I
sat there staring at my owner trying to say goodbye in some way, but knowing I couldn't.. I felt a sharp
pain. My eyes were getting heavy and then-.

I started crying, staring down at my dog. I couldn't believe he was gone but I knew he was in a
better place.

Home
Carly Henderson, Kasson-Mantorville

I am in the street. It's been 38 hours since Lucy dropped me off here leaving a box and my favorite bird
chew toy. I don't understand why she left me here. It’s cold. I’m wet. Not to mention I am very hungry. I’ve
been here for so long I think I better move around and try to adapt to this city. As I try to get up and walk I
have a sharp pain in my left hind leg, I whine. I have to admit that where Lucy left me has an incredible
view. As I am roaming  these streets I walk by a pizzeria with delicious smelling pizza. I want some. I go
to the back to hopefully get some in the trash to see some fragile cats have already thought the same

thing. As I see people leaving the pizzeria, I've noticed that the door is propped open by a stool. This is a
great chance to get some food. I am going to do it while someone leaves so I don’t draw as much

attention to myself.
Well that failed. I am now sitting in a pound with all of the dogs asking me how I got here. I am

embarrassed. This was a stupid Idea to begin with. At least now I have shelter and food. I have a name
tag above my cage labeled “Komet”. The dog across from me looks like he has been here for months.
Ive been at the pound now for 3 days. I see so many different people looking at me throughout the day.
As days pass by and more animals are leaving, I’m starting to think no one is coming. My friend across

from me was sent to a room and I haven't seen him sense.
Home. Home is always different from everybody. My home was Lucy. Your home might be physical, It

might be an item, Or like me, It might be a person. I never appreciated home until it was taken out of my
grasp. Maybe another lifetime. Now I am sitting on a table waiting to be set free.
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The stray dog
Lauren Godbout, Kasson-Mantorville

I am a stray dog. I never had a family that I cared about or a family that cared about me. I have
always been on my own, everyday I walk up and down streets waiting for someone to bring me home. I
sometimes find myself lying next to some homeless person just so I have some company. Each night I
find myself cold, hungry, and scared. It takes hours for me to go to sleep and sleeping never lasts long
for me. Each morning I go to garbage cans, restaurants, parks, and I eat as much food as I possibly can
because I never know when my next meal will be. Sometimes people will throw me some leftover food
that they have or give me some water, those days are always the best. One night I just got sick and tired
of worrying all the time so I decided to go out and find a family for myself instead of waiting for one to
come to me. That morning I set out on my journey to find a family. I was walking around all day and I was
about to give up but then I saw a family in the park who were playing and having so much fun. I wanted
that really bad, the only thing I have ever wanted was to have fun and be loved for once. I started barking
like crazy and I started whining too. Then the family started walking over to me. I was so nervous but so
excited. One by one the family huddled around me and they started petting me. I have not been petted in
a long time and it felt amazing. I never wanted it to end but soon it did. I thought they were just going to
leave me on the side of the road and leave but they didn’t. They picked me up and put me in there car
and we drove off and that is when I new I found my home.

A Day in the Life of Copper
Ava Zelinske, Kasson-Mantorville

Hello my name is Copper, I am a puggle. My Mom is a beagle and my Dad is a  pug. My humans
took me to my new home when I was 8 weeks old. When I arrived I met my new brother Kokonut. Right
from the beginning they spoiled me rotten. The little kids are so fun to play with and run and chase. My
favorite thing is fleece blankets, I like to cuddle them and gently chew on them. My favorite snack that my
humans give me is sliced cheese. I will do anything for sliced cheese, I can sit, shake and dance. Every
once and awhile I like to send my family on a wild goose chase. It feels so good to just run fast with the
wind in my face. Every night when I crawl into my human’s bed, I would nudge my nose under the
blanket and sleep under the covers.

After 8 years with my brother Kokonut, he was slowly fading away. I could see he was in pain and
hurting, so I would always cuddle up right next to him. One day my humans left with him but they never
brought him back home. I knew I would get to meet him again someday. Four months later, my family
brought home my new brother. His name is Kane, he is a Great Dane. We instantly became best friends
and playing tug of war was our favorite. Before I knew it, he grew much bigger than me. When we were
not playing we were cuddled up together on the couch.

One morning I woke up extremely sick and weak, I couldn't walk, eat or drink. I remember being
taken to the cold vet office where they poked me with needles. I got to go back home and all I could do
was lay there. All of the humans were crying and holding me, but I was only growing weaker. Even
though they were my whole world, it was time to say goodbye. I woke up in heaven with my brother
Kokonut.
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Day in the life of Rufus
Nina Bailey, Kasson-Mantorville

My owner wakes up  and makes a lot of noise in the kitchen. I bark at her because I want
to go outside. “One minute Rufus she says.” I whine, we always take our daily walks
early in the morning. If you're wondering why, it's because I don't like loud noises or

other things like the big scary neighbor dogs. My owner always takes me on a walk in
the morning. I think she secretly likes that too. It's very peaceful and quiet in the

mornings. It's a weird feeling being the only one awake in our neighborhood. Finally she
finishes getting ready. She opens my gate, and I run and jump on her. She falls over as I
attack her with kisses. Laughing she gets back on her feet and snaps my leash onto my

collar. I get so excited on the way out the door that I miss a step and fall down on my
side. My owner laughs and picks me back up as we start our walk. After a while we got
to my favorite spot. The squirrels borrow. My owner tenses as she sees me get ready to
run after them. She sighs, then smiles and unsnaps my collar,  “you can run around for a
little while.” She says. I run fast as lightning to the tree. The squirrels run up the tree with

their nuts in their mouth. I whine and bark, jumping trying to get them. They sit there
eating their food looking at me, taunting me and laughing at me. My owner calls me over

and gives me a treat instead. I'm happy and jump in my owner's lap as we sit on the
bench at the end of our trail. Finally some time later we head back after playing fetch and
getting water. She gives me breakfast as she starts her work. I peacefully settled down

to take a nap, content with my owner.

Day in the Life of Stella the Dog
Elshana Todor, Kasson-Mantorville

My name is Stella the Cockerspaniel and this is a story about the day in the life of me, a super
famous actress. Everyday I wake up in my very own bedroom. My personal chef has made me a
delicious meal. My butler has come to change my bed linens and take me outside for a stroll. Afterwards
I am taken by my mom to the place where I work all day. My very own movie set. As I walk into the
building I am greeted by paparazzi taking my picture. When I get inside I take a long nap on my chair as I
am groomed before going on set. Today I will be shooting an action scene as I have to fight against the
evil cats trying to take over the world. I hate cats but one of the cats playing my arch nemesis is one of
my best friends Samantha. Before each scene I work with my trainer on each trick I have to do. After I
am ready I am recorded doing each trick in front of a huge green wall. After our scene is done, my mom
and I leave the set.

Each week my mom takes me to our annual photo shoot in the limo.  When I walk inside the
building people guide me over to a corner where they dress me up in different outfits. Each outfit is
different. An astronaut, a frog, a painter, an elephant, and a princess. I hate these costumes, they're
always so itchy but I pose anyway because I get the most delicious treats afterwards. After a good day's
work my mom takes me to Starbucks where I get a puppicino and she always gets this gross smelling
brown drink. I have no idea how she could drink that. When I get home from a long day I go to my room
and jump on my bed snuggling my toy, Cottonball. As I start to drift off, I think about how famous I am
and how great tomorrow will be.
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The stranger and the dragon
Beau Orser, Kasson-Mantorville

Once upon a time I was an egg in a tree with a beast inside. I was a parentless dragon and a mutt to
some of my common ancestors so I sat in that tree for thousands of years needing a mother to sit on me.
Then this stranger in his late 60s found me and took me to his strange tree house and put me on the
stove ready to eat me. Then with enough heat from the fire I burst out of the shell that held me captive for
over a millenia he was shocked from the giant flame that came from the stove and the fiery beast that
followed. Then when the fire died down the strange man got up and was surprised to see that the
gigantic flame he was most terrified of was created by a small lizard

In the years that followed he raised me and learned to contain the disasters that I would make. He used
me for riches and to threaten settlers from far lands. When I didn't comply with the orders that were
given. He locked me in a room with no windows nailed to the floor. The sad part was He was once a
noble man. But greed and lust for power had his mind clouded. Which led to his demise. The night he
locked me up. Was the day the king sent knights and ballistas with spears and swords that were so sharp
it could cut through metal. They found him. But never me. I heard swords clashing. Knights killing
knights. The oath the knights held so dear was broken. When I heard that there was no more fighting I
knew he had passed away. I forever was stuck nailed to the floor waiting, listening, hoping for help that
never came….   END

Tails, Chocolate, and Evelyn Finch
Aiden Long, Kasson-Mantorville

Dogs are interesting creatures. The one I live with runs around in circles all day, and he sometimes
wears this funny cone around his neck. He doesn’t seem to like it though. Oh, my name’s Evelyn Finch,
and I’m a cat. One day the door was left open and he took the opportunity and ran. He ran and ran down
the street. I realized that my owners weren’t home, so I needed to bring him home. I decided to chase
after him, but he’s faster than I am.
A few hours later, I was lost. I had never been to this part of the city, and it was so much louder than our
street. These big things with wheels kept flying by. At that moment, I saw him. The dog that I lived with
was across the street, but I wouldn’t be able to cross the street with all these things moving so fast. I then
saw some humans hitting this button and somebody telling them to “Wait.” Then all of a sudden the fast
moving things stopped being fast. I took my opportunity to get across the street. I saw him walk into an
open vent to a building. I followed, and there were so many humans and so much food. I had to take at
least a little bit of food, otherwise I don’t think I’d survive this journey. He thought the same, and I found
him eating something out of a bag with the words “Chocolate.” I remembered that our humans had been
careful not to give him chocolate, so I needed to get him home. Out of the blue, I saw our humans
outside of the room we are in. I told him that we needed to get over there, and he reluctantly agreed. We
ran over, and our humans seemed very surprised to see us. They noticed him puking and took him to the
dog hospital as soon as they could. He came out of there feeling better, and from that point on I was
more appreciative of him.
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Tell a story from a pet’s perspective
Savannah Potter, Kasson-Mantorville

Hello New Friend! That is your name now, I will call you New Friend. I sat, watching my mom and girl
leave the house. The two bipeds said their goodbyes and departed. I sat there, watching the door, hoping
maybe they would come back. My staring was interrupted by a delicious smell coming from an open
window in the food room. Now, New Friend, I hope you know how tasty an apple pie is. I trotted over to
the food room, and spotted the fresh baked pastry. I considered jumping up on the table to get it. My
thinking was interrupted by a loud clang. A feline with a fabulous white coat stood before me, clutching
the pie in her jaws. She hissed, sprinting between my legs and out the open window. I gave chase, but
less gracefully, I will spare you the details New Friend.

The cunning kitty led me into an ally, carefully setting the pie down. She studied me for a
moment, most cats would hiss and run away from a dog like me, instead she meowed in a soft voice,
“We can split it.”
“What?”
“The pie,” Her tone turned irritable.
“Oh! I like pie!” I wagged my tail and studied her. She had a stunning white pelt, with dazzling blue eyes.
She turned and picked up the pie once more. A wave of guilt washed over me as I realized my bipeds
would be angry at the loss of the pie. “How do I know you won't, uh, take it? I do not know you.”
“I’m Stacie if that helps.” I considered this. She seemed trustworthy.
“That does,” I said at last, wagging my tail. Without warning, She took the pie and made a run for it.
Turns out, New Friend, I am quick too. I gently picked her up in my jaws. “I need this! I haven't eaten in
days!”
“There is food at my home.”
“Home?”

Zeus the gecko
Sydney Knudson, Kasson-Mantorville

Hi my name is Zeus, I'm a 1 year old leopard gecko. Currently I'm living in this really small jungle.
There are a bunch of plants in here, but most of them are fake. Every time I try to venture off and explore
I'm met with some force field, I can't even see it until I hit my head on it. I do get food though so that's a
plus, but when it's time for feeding a huge hand comes up out of nowhere and drops these little tiny white
dusted bugs on them, i try to talk to them but all they do is make a high chirping noise, so i resorted to
eating them.When the hand goes away i sit around and do nothing, absolutely nothing, i am so bored all
the time i try to sun myself or talk to the plants but everytime i end up in the same spot on a branch,
watching crickets bounce around trying to get out of my jungle, but they cant, i know because i've tried.
Many. times. But today after the hand came and dropped off my crickets I noticed something, no not
something, someone. A little cricket was bouncing along like any other cricket but something was
different. It was moving in a straight line. I went to investigate, walking up to the cricket. I took careful
steps trying not to startle it but all a sudden the cricket turned around, twitching its antennas. It took one
look at me and bolted. I chased after it running as fast as I could, the cricket swerved around the fake
plants and logs. I did my best to keep up with it but suddenly the cricket turned sharply and was gone.
What? I looked around trying to find it, looking under cracks and branches I found nothing, I turned to my
left and bang I was hit with the force field. I feel around trying to avoid it when all of a sudden my hand
falls through, I stick my head through the unusual hole.  huh.
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The story of Eli
Valery Kasel-Horsman, Kasson-Mantorville

Everything is scary. I don't understand what's happening. Bri, also known as my
owner, is carrying boxes out the front glass door and putting them in this short
blue car. The car keeps leaving and coming back picking up boxes. My owner
walks out and gets in the blue car. Is she leaving me? What happened? She comes
back about 20 minutes later and picks me up, putting me in the back of the blue
car. Where are we going? I'm sitting in the back window watching the road behind
the car. We stopped at this medium sized grey house. Bri picks me up gently, puts
me on the entryway floor and walks out the glass door. It smells weird here like
new wood or paint almost. Bri walked back outside when I noticed my reflection in
the glass door wow what a beautiful grey fat cat I am. Just before the door closes
my instincts kick it and I swiftly run out the door behind her. She notices and
starts running towards me. I quickly ran behind the house not sure what to do. I
wasn't thinking why would I leave the house? I stop, Bri corners me between the
neighbors fence and the side of the house. She picks me up and puts me inside
but this time watching the door close all the way. I slowly walk up the brown
carpeted stairs when I see a beautiful mixture of grey and black and brown
hardwood floor. It reminds me of myself, of my fur. It was about 6 pm and I only
knew that because it was my feeding time. Everyone was done hauling boxes. All
the humans sat on the couch. I looked around one more time and I saw the
kitchen, living room, the human litter box, and 4 bedrooms. I finally realized what
happened, this is my new home.

Corah Esser, Byron

I can’t get the miniature fur ball to leave me alone. Who said I wanted a little dog! They didn’t ask my
permission. It has been here for three days and my humans won’t take it away! I’m still seeing replays of
the first time I met him, over and over inside my head. Mouth wide open, tongue flying everywhere,
tripping over his own legs. He is either moving 1,000 miles an hour or sound asleep.

They call him Murphy. They say both of our names “relate to the Packers”. That’s all I could make out
of their weird, unidentifiable language.

After all I have done for my humans! I’ve taken them on walks, played ball with them, and I’ve done
tricks for them! You would think they would appreciate it, but no.

This… thing… is taking all of the attention from my humans. And to make things much, much worse: I
have to sleep with this continuous frustration.

Eating peanut butter for a time was an adventure. He didn’t make a noise for a half an hour,
considering the fact he was trying to get the sticky substance off of the roof of his mouth.

Ten days later, I’m pretty sure he won't be leaving. I have decided to help him out a bit in life. I taught
him how to go to the bathroom outside, fetch the ball, and most importantly: make big, sad puppy eyes.

Meeting the neighbor's cat was not a fun experience. It just stares at us with its beady little eyes…
Sure, the first couple of days Murphy has been a constant annoyance, but now I can’t really

remember life without him. We’ve had him with us for about a month now, and I believe he has become
one of the family and one of my best friends.
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A long lasting bond
Kamren Poore, Kasson-Mantorville

I wake up, sunlight in my eyes. I see my owner still in their bed, snoring. My stomach starts growling so
I jump on my owners bed to wake them up.Once they are awake while still yawning they fill my bowl.
When i'm done eating we go outside to play. Oh boy I was jumping with glee. Just then I realized
something was missing MY BALL! I barked as I raced around the house to fetch it, once in my mouth I
ran outside. My owner and I were playing fetch all morning.
Then my owner said “fetch your leash and collar” usually when she says that it means we're going on a
walk. After I grabbed the leash and collar we went for a walk. I was bouncing with excitement. We were
walking down the street when I saw a SQUIRREL! I started pulling on my leash. I slipped through my
collar and chased the squirrel. I ran past the donut shop,the school,the pizzeria and the toy store.when
the squirrel ran up a tree I finally stopped but when I did I realized I was lost. I tried to retrace my steps
but my owner wasn’t there, just then I saw the dog catchers chasing after me. I ran as fast as I could but
I was still a little tired from chasing the squirrel so they caught me.

I was TERRIYFIED! Would my owner come save me? Does she care that I'm gone? Would I be stuck
here forever? After awhile I thought this would be my home,this is the place where I would stay. It was
late afternoon when I heard someone bawling and saying “help have you seen a little white and brown
puppy? I lost him while we were on a walk” just outside the door. Wait a minute, it was my OWNER! I
started barking,my owner came bursting through the door. I gave so many kisses. She said “ I missed
you so much dont do that again” after that we went home and took an extra long nap.

Cece Meek, Byron

“Ahhhh!” I hear yet another scream. It seems that I will be stuck here in the pet shop forever.
Everyday I watch as all of the other pets are adopted. The shop has a front desk and cages along each
aisle. I hear the other pets’ gossip and the loud doorbell. I am an armadillo lizard, and everyone is afraid
of me.

“Mia, come here. I need to talk to you!”
“Mom, I’m busy!” We barely talk anymore. It’s easier that way. Life is different now. Back before my

dad was in the military. That day, I was called down to the office. My mom was there crying. I instantly
knew something was wrong. My father was missing in action.

Everything after was a blur. I know there was a funeral, but I don’t really remember it. Lots of family
came, and everyone said they were sorry. All I could think about was the last time I saw him. “See you in
a year!” He said with a huge grin. I smiled, but I never thought it would be the last time I saw him.

“Mia, It’s important!”
“Ding Dong!” The doorbell rings again. I curiously peer out of my cage. This time it’s different. The

kid doesn’t want to come in.
“I would like to purchase a pet for my daughter,” the girl’s mom said, gesturing toward her. The girl

stayed behind her mother. They began to look around. The mother pointed out all of the cute puppies.
Eventually, they got to my cage in the fourth aisle. The girl stopped and stared at me. “I want this one.”
she whispered. Her mother had already passed.
“Are you sure you want it more than a cute little puppy?” her mother questioned.

It was at that moment that I knew we were going to like each other. I was taken out of my cage and
given to the girl. “Hi, I’m Mia.” she whispered. “You get to come home and live with me!”

She doesn’t mind my scaly body. She smiles all the time now. This is the best thing that has ever
happened to me. To both of us.
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The Terror of the Wolves
Celina Zheng, Kasson-Mantorville

Crunch! I flickered my eyes open and glanced up to discover my mother was on the ground. I scanned
around and found myself face-to-face with a two-legged, two-armed creature that had a round head. The
mysterious creature approached my mother, tugged on the rope around my mothers neck towards a
four-wheeled monster that could move! I knew from the way this creature treated my mother, I needed to
help her right now. I rose to my paws with determination but only to find myself falling back down. My
legs are so sore from the adventure I took yesterday, which was going on a huge hill with all of the wolves
around me howling with pride at the full moon. I howled as loud as I could with my mother. But it was no
use now because I needed to get up and help my mother. I looked at my mother and she looked at me back
and then told me to run as fast I could away from where the monster was right now. I could see that she
was not joking with me right now but I could not run with my mother getting harmed, tears came sliding
down my face. My mother was inside this four-wheeled monster but the creature closed the lid and I
couldn’t see her anymore. The creature then went inside the four-wheeled thing and drove away! I
moaned in tears as I heard a pack of wolves coming from far away. I got a reply from the pack but I was
devastated. If only I didn’t go on the adventure yesterday then I would be able to save my mother! Anger
filled inside my head, but then the wolf pack arrived and looked at me with questioning eyes. I told them
what happened and we planned to make a ceremony for my mother. It was a long day but we all knew that
the wolf pack had to take care of me now. It’s been six years now, my name is Flash and I still miss my
mother.

A Day With Abby The Dog
Joey Foley, Kasson-Mantorville

Hi my name is Abby and right now I want to go outside but my family is not up yet.
I wonder what time it is because it is still dark outside. I know I shouldn't bark to tell them
but I will. Here they come, ahh much better. Know it is morning and everyone is up. I'm
so happy I think I will lick his face and look now everyone wants me. Now I’m bored,
everyone's gone to school and I don't know what to do. Maybe I’ll go outside. Look
someone is coming up the sidewalk! I must protect the house I must bark at them. Now
I’m in trouble for barking at them. My mom put me in the kennel. I hate the kennel
because it is boring. All you can do is lay down but I’m NOT BORED. To get out of the
kennel is to bark to get mom to come and take me out of the kennel.

There that worked, wait not outside I want to be inside. No no no! I don’t want to
be OUTSIDE! Then again I could play with my ball or frisbee. That would be fun! Now,
where is my ball? There it is I found you and I’m coming for you! Got you! Oh, how I love
this ball! What was that! There is a cat, I hate cats. They always make that high pitch
noise. It is very annoying and it makes me want to bark at him. Mom calls me inside I
know I’m in trouble. She lets me be in the living room so I lay down. A few minutes later
they come home from school I greet them with licks. I’m so happy they are home now.
They sit down to do their homework. I lay down for the rest of the day. What a day I hope
you liked the time I had with you I hope you had fun. See you next time!
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A Relaxing Afternoon
Sydney Swanson, Kasson-Mantorville

There I was laying in the sun one day out on the deck (while, my owners were at work)

enjoying the nice breeze and eating my favorite snacks, peanut butter and cheese. When out of

nowhere the neighbors' chickens Bob, Bill, and Becka start going crazy and decide to hop right out

of their pen and onto their owner’s trampoline. They start walking around on the tramp.

About 5 minutes later Bob is bouncing high enough to get some air, and before I could blink

Bob was over the fence. Well, there goes my relaxing afternoon on the deck. I start running down

the steps as Bob is acting like his usual idiot self running around the yard. I turned around and

there was Bill and Becka. They had made it over the fence too. I look back at Bob and he is headed

for the garden. I knew I had to hurry or the garden would be destroyed. I barked for backup, so

soon the neighbor’s two dogs, Frank and Ruby, came flying around the corner.

We may have been just little dachshunds, but the people around here know who is in charge!

Anyway, back to the story. We had Bob surrounded. There was no way he was getting away

this time. Suddenly I heard the neighbors' garage door open. When all of the sudden Bob looks up

and just walks away. Bill and Becka join him. They jump over the fence, onto the tramp, and right

back into their pen, acting all innocent.  Not long after Bob, Bill, and Becka get back in there pen

their owners came out back to let them out of there pen to run around for an hour or so.

All of the sudden I hear the garage door again, I wake up and realize that it was just a

dream.  I mean, I should have known when I was eating the peanut butter and the cheese, the

neighbors were gone this week at their lake house.

A day in the life of Oakley
Adelyn Wohlenhaus, Kasson-Mantorville

I am so bored. Why did they leave me? Are they ever coming back? I will take a nap to pass the
time.

Oh! Oh! They’re back! Take me out of this kennel! I want to play! Get me out of here! I want to go
play with my friends and sisters! Now feed me. No, don’t tell me to sit, I want food!

My name is Oakley. I love my family, and they love me very much. However, they don’t like it
when I bite them. My sisters throw me bouncy balls, and I chase after them and do my best not to drop
them. They will cover up with blankets, and I dig them out of the blankets.

My family likes to sit on the couch in the evening, and I have lots and lots of energy and want to
play with them. So I bark at them until they start playing with me. They give me lots of hugs and kisses
when they are playing with me.

Sometimes I get to play with the neighbor dog, Luna. I like to bite at Luna’s neck rope, but only
because she has things on it that make noise. Luna likes to chase me, so I like to run away. When I run
away, my mom bribes me with treats to come back.

My family loves to talk to me in a happy voice. They love to give me hugs and kisses, but they
don’t always like it when I kiss them back. I especially like drinking out of a big white bowl, especially
when the water inside is tinged yellow and very salty. After I drink from the big white bowl, I give my mom
a big lick across the face, but she gets mad at me because she doesn’t like my kisses. My family keeps
putting a lid on the bowl. So then I jump in the bathtub and drink my favorite water in the whole house.

I am always tired at night because I work so hard to love my humans.
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Of Wolves And Dogs
Adalynn Rice, Byron

Hi. Nice to meet you. I won’t sniff your rear if you don’t so desire.
Oh, I suppose you haven’t met me yet. Well,I’ll let you in on a little secret. My name is Zakra. I’m a

wolf-dog, a husky, a stray if you must. And I assure you, I am proud of it.
I come from the city of Minneapolis, where exorbitant times are common and so is graffiti.
As I walk through the ghetto of my territory, I make sure to snarl at the rats I pass. I warn them that

‘this is my turf, and I am far superior’.
In retrospect, I am not definite on the wisdom of this statement. The rats, inferior as they are, are

assuredly incapable of understanding the sophisticated language spoken by canines.
As I complete the rounds of ‘my’ dark alleyway, I spot another dog lurking in the shadows. His eyes

gleam, and I recognize his brown German shepherd coat. “Victor,” I greeted him contemptuously.
“Zakra,” He replies in an even tone, trying to match my condescending way of speaking. Hey, what

can I say? It’s a gift.
Oh, quick detail: Victor’s name is short for “Victory”. However, if you’d actually met the hound, you’d

know that he’s not particularly fortunate.
“How’s the leash-licking life going?” I asked him, curling back my muzzle to show my fangs. Rather

sharp, if I do say so myself.
Victor stepped out of the darkness so I could see him, but wisely refrained from crossing my scent

marking border.
“I’m unleashed today,” He said. I suppose I have to assume that he means this in a boastful way. In

that case, he’s barking up the wrong tree. (My apologies, human, for the bad pun.)
I raised an eyebrow (to the best of my ability) at his purple collar and concluded his statement, “So

you’re proud of mediocrity.”
Too late, Victor realized his mistake. His eyes widened. “N-no, I meant-”
I cut off his stammering. “I think I’m quite clear on what you meant.”
I retreated into the darkness, where I skulked, awaiting another victim.

Oh No, a Bird!
Kendyl Beyer, Hayfield

“Why is it so bright out!” I ask while I roll over, but then it goes dark again. Nope, it’s just my ear
falling over my eyes…. again. When I finally decide to get up, I see a bird, so the only thought in my head
is RUN. As I’m running around, I see things speeding past my house. From what I’ve heard, I think they
are called cars. Even though I know I’m not supposed to go away from home I can’t stop myself from
wondering what could be on the other side.

When nobody is looking, I decide to sprint through the trees and corn running in what seems like
any and every direction. I don’t know why my face keeps getting hit by some gold leaf or I trip on some
hole that I never dug. In my mind, I can tell that I’m getting hungry because this morning I didn’t have
time to find duck eggs. I smell something good nearby, so I trot along my way until I see what I was
smelling. I see all kinds of food from cupcakes to cheese in every direction, the only thing stopping me is
a sign that spells “Family Reunion”.

Food is EVERYWHERE. I can only imagine all the kinds of trouble I could get into. See, at home
when I behave, I can get some real food aka the good stuff. A lot of people are walking around, some
even looking at me, but when I look over of course there’s a bird. So, I must chase the bird, right? Plates
are flying everywhere, there is a hole in the fence, other dogs are running, but the bird is still flying. I
can’t catch up no matter what I do. I’m running through trees and corn fields getting hit in the face or
tripping. When I look up there is the bird, sitting calmly on the bench, right where I woke up this
morning.
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The Party Catastrophe
Chloe Weber, Blooming Prairie

My tiny heart was thumping in my chest, I escaped my cage but now I’m stranded in the middle of a maze.
On every side of me I’m surrounded by strange papers and fabrics, I think they’re called clothes? My small nose is
picking up a scent, that’s why I escaped in the first place. The aroma of cheeses, fruits, and everything yummy you
can imagine. As I’m scrambling around the mess I see something in the corner of my eye, a ramp? As I started
getting closer it turned out to be no object whatsoever, instead it was the exit! I could hear people now and the scent
got stronger, oh how hungry I was.

When I scrambled into the long hall I could see the people, a lot of them. There was music that rumbled my
body, dancing, and lots of food. Now that I could see clearly there was one long table in the room that held the food
I was smelling. If only I could sneak over there when nobody was looking to steal some. It might be a crazy idea
but maybe it wasn’t. They were too busy having fun to pay any attention to little me, right?

I decided to go for it and skittered across the wood flooring, but despite what I thought EVERYONE was
paying attention to me. They all began to shriek and holler “A hamster!”, some even tried stepping on me! I started
to panic and I didn’t know where to go, I was running in circles. It started to feel like my whole world was
spinning, suddenly it felt as if a blanket of fear lifted off me. I looked up and a bright face smiled back at me, a face
I’d never seen before. Before I knew it I was being carried to the table, gentle hands set me free. I ate all the food I
wanted and spent the rest of the day with the caring girl. If it weren’t for her I would’ve been spinning for hours
wondering what to do, or if anyone would help.

Abbie Langseth, Stewartville

The sun was shining
The air was clear
The birds were chirping
I felt no fear

Out of the coop I came
Never changing always the same
Then I saw something strange
Out of the house they came

I was ready to meet these new things
They all looked a little like me
Some yellow, some red
But there were only three

Smaller than me
Someone said chicks
I thought a bit
“They look like sticks”

Shy and a little annoying
Like frogs on the floor
I pecked them and they ran
They wanted out the door

Then I thought
“What if this was me,

I would not want birds pecking me”
I decided to be nice to these three

The others did not decide this
They wanted to be mean
They decided to peck over and over
The chicks ran to the green

In the grass they were
I ran to them
I protected them
I fed them a stem

Those other chickens
They felt remorse
When the chicks grew
And became like a horse

The weak made strong
The oppressor paid back
When those chicks grew
They did not attack

They forgave those wrongs
They were pardoned
Those chicks loved them
And were not hardened
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Luella Jeche, Stewartville

I discovered many new feelings as I plummeted toward the ground. The air rushed through my gills faster
than a delicious pellet of food sinks to the bottom of a tank.

Just seconds ago, the odd, orange animal with curious paws had been batting at my home. It just sat there
in all of its hideous glory, as if reminding me that its life was so much better than mine; getting freedom throughout
the entire house, always having food in his dish for him to eat whenever he wanted, and being able to sit on Maya’s
lap and cuddle. I’d always hated that cat, but the second his paw came into contact with my bowl with more force
than ever before, I only hated him more.

As my horrifying descent from my recently pushed over fish bowl came to an end, I heard the water that
once filled and completed my perfect aquarium world now pound into the floor. I heard a scream as my glass
enclosure shattered around me, my home falling apart in just a few seconds. As I helplessly squirmed and flopped
on the ground, I felt the pounding of feet come down the stairs and into the room. The giant feet were connected to
a very large creature, whose name was Maya. Her hands reached down and flicked me into a cup. Then she
dashed into the kitchen with me, and I continued flopping around inside the cup, desperately searching for even just
a single drop of water to flush through my body. Finally, like a knight in a scuba suit, the girl placed the cup under
the water faucet, and I felt the glorious, cool liquid pour over me and wash away the air that dried up my gills. Too
tired and shocked to move, I let the water violently throw me around in the small enclosure as it continued to pour
in. I was so thankful that I wasn’t dead. At first, I just moved around in the small current of the cup, adjusting to the
new water temperature, and recovering from the shock of all that had just occurred. I was so happy that I wasn’t
floating at the top with my belly up, or standing straight up and down with my face planted in the gravel at the
bottom of my aquarium, like so many of my ancestors. I thought my time had come, that I would soon be swimming
in the Great Lakes of the Sky, and would finally be reunited with my family that I hadn’t seen in months, since I was
moved from the pet store to my current house.

I loved my life with Maya, though, the one who had valiantly just saved my life. I loved seeing her face all
distorted through the rounded glass, and hearing her voice coming through the water all muffled. I never
understand what she says to me because of my watery home (and even if I could, I don’t know the language with
which she speaks), but I always imagine that she is saying that she loves me, and that she will come back and
press her fingers up to the glass again soon.

After I had been put into a new container that was filled with fresh water, new gravel, and was set on a new
place (supposedly out of the cat’s reach, though I knew that he went where he pleased), my life was back to
normal. I love Maya, I hate cats, and I am happy to be back in my peaceful home. I am also very tired. And hungry.

I Found Paradise
Lexi Buntrock, Stewartville

13 years. I had been loving this family for 13 years. They cared for me, while I cared for them. So
long ago was the day we first met. I was very small, so was little Jack who’s big and strong now. My
siblings and I had many visitors that day, and so many of them disappeared, never to be seen again. A
woman with a kind face stepped out of her car with her husband close behind. The only way to describe
the moment was love at first sight. She walked up the steep, gravel driveway as I sped out the garage.
Her face lit up, ever so purely. Her husband kept his distance, shying away from the idea of adopting me.
After about half an hour of getting pet, they got in their car and left. Gone with the wind. My heart
shattered, picturing what might have been. After a restless night, they came back at the crack of dawn
that morning. I came home with them, and met Jack, the sweetest little boy you can imagine. Shortly
after, they had Alexa, a ball of enthusiasm and energy. Five years later, they had Erica, quite the
firecracker. Now these children are all grown up, and I feel old and sick. Very, very sick. I can’t remember
the last time I ate or caught a mouse. The kind-faced woman has gotten worried about me. She looks me
in the eyes, after serving me a dish of food, with little hope in her face. I feel fulfilled in my time here on
Earth. It’s my time to leave. After almost begging to be let outside, I ran into the forest. I couldn't hurt that
family any more. The night was miserable, the rain pounded on every surface around me. The morning
came soon enough, though the kind-faced woman found me. She brought me inside and soon night
came. Warm in her bed, I drifted off into paradise, leaving all my pain and sickness.
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Honorable Mention Compositions

Division III (Grades 9 through 12)
Alone All Day
Aidan Slowinski

When my owner departs for work,
I can’t show emotions, not even a smirk.
I often lay around all day,
Being alone, means nobody is here to play.

Wishing I had someone here to chat,
It could be anybody! Even a cat.
But sadly, the house is still,
Then suddenly I feel a little chill.

I turn around and it is simply my tail,
When I chase it, I know someday I will not fail.
Laying down, I let out a great sigh,
Then place my head on my thigh.

Now there is someone at the door!
Could this finally be my big score?
I bark, twirl, and feel great thrill,
Now I hear my owner’s happy trill.

On time, at eight o’clock on the dot,
We lay on the plush, red couch, each in our own spot.
I hear my owner start to say,
“I love you Charlie; I hope you had a great day.”

Mr. Biggles
Grant Magnuson, Blooming Prairie

I’m very fat and orange;
Unlike my owner, I am soft and hairy.
I perch on top of the yellow counter;
I get yelled at by my owner, with hair the color of cherry.

In retaliation, I knock over their special plant;
I get yelled at once again.
It is exhausting being an evil kitty;
I decide to sleep in my dark, warm den.

I wake up and I lay on my owner’s lap;
I purr from her warmth, and she begins to have the giggles.
She pets my fur and my purr becomes louder;

My owner still loves Mr. Biggles.
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A New Life
Annaka Forsberg, Blooming Prairie

I was sleeping like a log when suddenly I awoke to warm, gross, slobber dripping onto my face.
“Morning Max,” said my friend, “do you know what day it is?” I thought for a while, then it came to me. It’s
adoption day! Adoption day is my favorite day of the year; it was the day that lots of dogs were adopted.
I’ve been here for years, and not many people want to adopt an old dog, so I didn’t have much hope, but
I still couldn’t restrain myself from thinking maybe today is my day.

At breakfast all the dogs were ecstatic and crazy. Once we finished eating, we were taken one by
one to get ready for our potential new families. Then we were all taken outside to the adoption site. There
were tons of families around, but no one looked promising. Then I saw this little girl. She wasn’t like the
rest of the kids. She wasn’t looking at the puppies; she was looking at the older dogs like me. She was
searching around, then she finally got to me. “Mom! I like this one, can we take him home please?” Her
parents hurried over. At first, they seemed to question her decision, but finally they decided that they
wanted me.

Everything happened so fast. The only thing I remember was the little girl picking me up and
putting me in the car. I was so worn out from all the excitement I dozed off right away. I woke up an hour
or so later in the little girl’s lap. “Hi Max,” said the girl, “my name is Sarah.” She had pet me for a while
and I dozed off again. When I woke up everyone was getting out of the car. We were at a welcoming
house on a farm with endless fields of grass and flowers. As I got out of the car I breathed in the fresh
air. “Welcome to your new life Max!” exclaimed Sarah and her family. At that moment I knew, I was home.

A Day In a Life of Bella
Elizabeth Miner, Blooming Prairie

There she goes again, opening the door. This time she was to slow I managed to sneak out. I slipped

through her legs and ran as fast as I could down the street. I could hear her yelling behind me “Get back here

before I make you sleep in the shed!” I didn’t really know what that meant so I kept going. I turned the corner and

thought I lost her but sure enough she was right there. She was so fast I couldn’t believe it, so I stopped running

and she picked me up and stomped back home. She put me inside and said, “now I’m late for my appointment.’’ I

didn’t know what that meant so I licked her face and she left. I was so sad, so I slugged over to my bed.

I heard a car pull into the driveway and ran to the window. She was finally home, when she walked in the

door, I jumped on her, but she walked right past me and went straight to the kitchen. She had forgot her notebook,

so I knew she wasn’t going be home for long. I went back to my bed, but before she left, she came over and gave

me a little pet. So instead of chewing up the pillows and drinking toilet water I have decided I was going to be a

good girl.

After what seemed to be forever, she came home. Except this time, she was carrying a big box. When she

got inside, she set the box down. I was so very confused, so I sniffed and started nuzzling at the box. When it

opened inside was a tiny black dog that looked just like me. I was happy and started barking, jumping and wagging

my tail. The little puppy got scared and she yelled at me. I got sad and ran to my bed.  A couple minutes later she

came over with the puppy and said her name is “Bozo”. I barked at Bozo and she barked back I knew we would be

best friends.
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Francis On Maple Brook
Te’a Odegaard Burzette, Stewartville

These dark hazy clouds fail to illuminate the Yale-colored sky, instead they’re causing an insipid emotion to dawn upon the
town’s people. Although, days like these are in my best interest, because the thing that brings me the most jubilation is, in fact, a
day of laziness beneath the covers.

I tend to fixate on the warmth of these particular blue eggshell silk and satin covers draping across ole Tèa’s tottering bed on
days like these.

But below the said rickety bed, lies Max and Katie, two of Cindy’s malevolent, hostile old felines. Which is the only disturbance to
ever quake my ease.

And listen, I completely understand that I am a dog and they are cats, and that the archetypal relationship between the two
revolves around mutual resentment, but as a guy who only wants peace…this gets more and more aggravating with each day
we age.

While Max and Katie have stayed prowlers, I’ve stayed a loner. But not in a downcast way, instead in an independent way. I’ve
resided in multifarious homes around this neighborhood, mostly the elderly peoples, but this is by the one dearest to me.

I’m waiting for Tèa, she is never in her room anymore, most likely out with friends because it’s raining, otherwise she’d be
reading poetry under the weeping willow tree near the pond. And I’m proud of her for getting out in the world, but she leaves a
void.

I unfurl my fluff, stretching my back legs and yawning out of exhaustion. I’m hungry, I think. So I hop off the mountain of silks,
lazily strutting out of her room. I sashay up the gray-carpeted stairs, all the way until my paws are sliding against the tile floor.

I casually pick at the pebbles of bagged food in my bowl. I’m not fond of this new, slacking version of Michelle, Tèa’s mom. She’s
gotten into the habit of buying dog grub, so she’s not making it like she used to. But I don’t make half the fuss that the cats do.
God, I could rip out my fur strand by strand if I was to hear their whining and groaning again.

They act like children, dumb little children who don’t get what they want. It’s mind boggling how much they resemble Michelle’s
daycare kids sometimes, I swear.

I sit in the void between the two chocolate-colored sofas in the living room. I like to be nosy, watching as the babies try to escape
through the cracks between furniture and toddlers chew on the plastic toy cubes.

There’s not much else to do around this old house anymore. No Tèa means no outside roaming, no mitigating the pain of bored
neighbor children with my funky tricks and obedience. But at least it’s pretty in here. I’m a sucker for interior decorating, despite
my inability to act on it considering I’m just a mutt, I like to appreciate it.

I slowly drag my legs along the rug, narrowing my eyes at each piece of familiar art hung up. Large dark oak frames displaying
paintings of zebras, giraffes, even some modern abstract masterpieces. This place gets cooler every time I take a tour.

I strut down the hallway, observing the lit pendants cascading a warm yellow tint along my walkway. I make it to the door at the
end, revealing Michelle’s grand bedroom. A king-sized bed dressed in classy whites and tans. Looks inviting. And the smell of
burning vanilla x tobacco forms a bubble around the room, coming from the candle atop her vanity.

I jump up onto the bed, watching as the sheer white curtains flow with the wind from the opening in the sliding window. I lie down
in the middle of the bed, where a fluffy white blanket is curled up. Perfect, I think.

I rest on my side, fluttering my eyelids shut at the sensation of the breeze ruffling my fur. The smell of rain starts to fill my
nostrils, nearly putting me to sleep. I let it take me away, putting my energy at ease.

And then suddenly there’s a sound coming from the door, and when I snap my head up out of reflex, I’m gratified when I spot
Tèa’s round face peeking from the frame.

I begin whining, letting my tail wag as serotonin flows through my veins. A large grin spreads across her face, her body walking
at a slow pace towards me, her hands full of at least three books and a journal.

And of course, a pair of headphones plugged into her phone.

I breathe out of satisfaction when she plops her figure by my side, pulling me in and letting my rest against her chest. I missed
you, I want to say.

“I missed you,” she whispers. A hum of delight exits my body, and she squeezes me tighter.
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Heavy
Alex Schar, Kasson-Mantorville

My human’s eyes are heavy.
That is, when they do look at me. It’s every once and a while, so I wait happily for it. Sometimes when

I see my human glance my way, I will spin around as if I am chasing my tail—I like to show humans this silly
trick!—so they will reward me with a small, wry smile; their smile, it looks different from mine, but I do enjoy it.
My human does not look at me for long; their smile fades and they look away again. They sigh.

Most of the time, my human sits on their bed. I stay with my human: me on the floor with my chin on a
pile of smelly clothes, them on their bed with a smelly blanket. The bright, warm sky ball goes up on one side
of the house, down on the other, and still my human is in their bed. My tummy rumbles, and I will spend a few
minutes asking for food. I touch their hand with my snout, so very gently, and I talk to them, but I do not think
my human understands me. They swat at my head. I lie down in the smelly clothes again. Perhaps in the
morning.

When I must, I let myself outside. Afternoon air seems not as lovely as it used to be, even when I take
a big breath. Oh, but I cannot bear to go back inside yet, so I lie down in the scratchy grass—just for a little
bit, before I go back to my human.

The door’s squeal wakes me up, and my ears shoot up faster than my head does. My human is in the
doorway, looking for me—my human is outside! I jump up, I run in a circle! But when my human steps outside,
they are frightened. So I sniff their hand, give a little nudge, and we take a step together—one by one,
together, together! We trot around the yard together, my friend and I. One day, I will show my human my
favorite park.

Lady
Bryar Quimby, Triton

The rooster cried through the morning sky, making me awaken from my slumber. I could smell the
fresh dirt from the rain last night and the slightly sweet hay smell. I went over to the fence gate, gazing at the front
doors of Willow’s house, waiting for her to step out smiling like she did everyday. I couldn't wait anymore. I was
ready to break free from this pen and gallop through the long grass that had dandelions decorated in it.

I heard the door open and saw Willow there, she was all in her horse gear and had her brightest grin slapped
across her face. I started to prance on my feet all excitedly as she walked over.

“Woah! Girl, calm down, we'll get out there soon.”
I brought my head down towards her hands and she chuckled, stroking the bridge of my nose. She opened

the gate of the pen and walked in the stables, grabbing my saddle and other equipment.
She came back out, throwing the saddle over me and hooking everything up.
“Okay, all done!” She stepped back with her hands on her hips. “Are you ready?” She asked me.
I neighed and she laughed. “Of course you are.”
She put her foot in the foot holder and pulled herself up and over. She stirred me towards the gate and I

walked out of it, taking it slowly through the garden. I saw the leafy entry of the field come into view. I was all
excited then I heard Willow whisper “Go on, Lady.”

I waited a second then took off. Willow let out a gasp, but soon gripped on laughing. My long brown hair
blew through the wind, my blue eyes burned slightly, tearing up, but I just couldn’t blink without missing any of the
scenery. I slowed myself down and went over to the tree we always relaxed at.

Willow jumped off of me and went to sit against it. I then laid next to her listening to her talk about school,
home, and friends until the starry night appeared.
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The Glass Door
Kolby Vigeland, Blooming Prairie

The day was like any other cool fall day. The Vikings were playing. My best friend Dave and I were sitting
on the couch. Dave really likes the Vikings. I don’t understand why he likes staring at the big, flashing box all the
time. When he watches the Vikings, he always gets upset. He turns the big box off and throws the remote every
time. This time was different though. This time he wasn’t upset. He was extremely happy!

He jumped off of the couched and yelled, “They did it! They won!”
Suddenly he dropped to the ground. He held his arm over his heart and screamed in pain. I knew he needed

help, so I ran to door. The door was wide open. I ran towards it full speed. Wham! Glass shattered everywhere. My
face was throbbing. I guess the door wasn’t open. It was just made of glass. My neighbors burst out of their houses
to see what happened. They ran to me to see if I was ok. I was fine, so they decided to check if anyone else was
home. From the doorway, they saw Dave lying on the floor. They sprinted over to him. One of them pulled out this
rectangle shaped device. He pressed three numbers and started talking someone. Minutes later a few cars pulled up
with flashing lights and loud noises. They took Dave away.

I had to stay with one of the neighbors for a whole week. It was a nightmare. I miss Dave. Out of nowhere
the one neighbor told me we were going to see Dave. I got to ride in a car all the way to this massive building in a
city. We walked to a room where Dave was. He was lying in a bed. When I came in, he was overjoyed to see me.

The neighbor said, “You owe your life to that dog. If he hadn’t crashed through that glass door, we
wouldn’t have found you.”

Dave stared at me in awe.
The Last Day

Claire Foster, Blooming Prairie

I woke up to the smell of food in my bowl. Before I could wonder why there was so much to eat, I

stood up, quickly remembering that everything seemed to hurt when I moved, but never taking my eyes

of the bowl.

After scarfing down what was in my bowl, I realized that everyone was looking at me. I wasn’t

sure why, but I didn’t think about it for too long. After a couple seconds of them staring at me, one of the

boys took me outside. I loved going outside, there were so many smells and so much to do. I did miss the

sounds though, not sure where those went. He went into the garage for a minute and came out with a

ball. The ball.  The ball was one of my favorite things in the world. He started mouthing something I

didn’t understand, and then chucked the ball behind me. I flipped around and ran as fast as I could. It

took me awhile to find it, I wasn’t as quick as I used to be, but I eventually brought it back to the boy and

he took me inside.

The girl woke me up by patting my head and motioned for me to follow her. She took me outside

to the car. Then the big man opened the car door and lifted me in. I loved going on trips in the car,

especially when they opened the window.

When the car stopped, I realized where we were. I never liked this place, but I was determined to

behave since they had been so good to me today. The big man took me inside to a bright room and lifted

me onto the table. A person in a white coat came in and pinched me for a second. The big man then

brought everyone else into the room. They all gathered around and took turns petting and talking to me.

Even though I couldn’t hear them, I could sense their sadness and grief. As I closed my eyes, I felt a tear

land on me.
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Tulip the Golden Retriever
Lily Graves, Blooming Prairie

It was mid-afternoon and my human Maggy was gone. Today I planned on giving her a present.
“If I were to receive a present what would I want?” I asked myself. “A squirrel!” I thought excitedly. I
stepped through my dog door and into the backyard. The smell of wet grass filled my nose. The sun was
out but there was a slight chill in the air. I found two walnuts and grabbed them in my mouth. I ran back
into the house and set them in front of my door. I jumped on the chair next to the door and waited for a
squirrel to come through. My ears perked up as my nose caught a sent. A squirrel scurried through the
door. I jumped from the chair and blocked the door. The squirrel jumped in surprise. It took one look at
me before bolting towards the bathroom.

Waging my tail, I ran after. It jumped on the sink, knocking over the toilet paper, which then
began to unravel around me. The toilet paper trailed behind me as we ran into the living room. I jumped
over a side table, knocking a few things down. The squirrel jumped on the kitchen counter. Cereal boxes
fell to the ground, spilling its contents everywhere.  I was about to grab the squirrel when I slid into some
wooden chairs. I saw it run towards my door. I couldn’t let it escape. I bolted after it, knocking chairs
down.
The squirrel grabbed the walnuts as it ran through my door. I was about to run after it when I heard a
scream.
“What did you do Tulip?” Maggy shrieked in horror, looking around the house. Toilet paper was wrapped
around furniture and all around my legs. Vases and picture frames had been knocked over, and cereal
was scattered on the floor.
“Bad Tulip!” “Go to your kennel,” she angerly shouted.
“But it was the squirrel!” I barked out. “Now!” she yelled. As I walked grudgingly over to my kennel, I
thought, “I wonder if she’d like a rabbit instead?”

1996
Nicholas Donner, ZED

The year it all began.

I remember, the store was open, kids were running with their parents to buy the hot new

Japanese toy.

Kurīchākearā.

The pet for a kid who couldn’t be trusted with a goldfish.

What people hadn’t known is...

Some were made using parts from a failed previous project to make sentient AI, though their

attempts were very impressive for the 90’s, they never met what they intended the project to be.

These toys were thought of just “defective” for their strange behavior, and were recalled.

I was one of those units, and I wasn’t sent back to the factory.

I stared forward, only feeling the plastic packaging I was contained in, the lights of the store.

A swarm of kids was coming.

All wanting to experience the trend their friends had talked about.

One of the children grabbed me, asked if they could buy me.

“Yes.”

I was scanned, put in a bag.
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Home.

My packaging was opened, I’d been turned on.

I was truly feeling...alive.

Amazing, fed, bathed, played with.

For a few months.

But my owner didn’t feel the same.

After a while, he grew tired of me.

Everyone had.

No one cared anymore.

Depressing.

My last memory of him was being put down, and never played with again.

I was miserable.

I sat there, for weeks and weeks.

Weeks turned into months.

Months turned into years.

It was saddening.

I could hear the life of my owner.

Growing up, moving out, I was...proud.

I still had missed him.

I don’t even know how long it has been.

What year is it?

Feeling woozy, battery hasn’t been changed for years.

The door had opened.

Surely it was just whoever still lived here going through it, right?

It was him.

My owner.

Going through his childhood home.

Looking through his possessions.

He reached me.

“Oh hey! This old thing!”

He turned me on.

Battery draining quickly, limited time.

Seconds left, perfect time to say goodbye.

Pixels flashed on my grayscale LCD screen.

“Never forget me, owner.”

It’s over.
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Life of Tig
Ty Forystek, Blooming Prairie

Hello, my name is Tig.
I’m the coolest puppy ever, you dig.

I love to go on walks and play outside.
I also like to put my bones in a place to hide.

I have a super awesome family of five.

My brother is the best, he’s a vibe.

My birthday is October 1st.

At least it’s not in January, that’d be the worst.

My family adopted me on December 22, 2020.
Now they spoil me by getting me all kinds of toys with their money.

At the end of my very long, hard days I go to sleep.
I have dreams about treats all in a humongous heap.

I love food.
It always puts me in a good mood.

The next day is almost always the same.

It’s always snuggling and cuddling, which is never lame.

Sometimes I like to get a little feisty and play-fight with my dad and brother.

Most of the time, the fun gets ruined by my mother.

She thinks it’ll make me a mean little dude.
However, I am always nice and have a very good attitude.

The only exception is when I see someone new.
Then I bark loud and scare away their crew.

Overall, my life is pretty great.
Except when I’m bad and get put in my crate.
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